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MARK YOUR CALENDARS
NOVEMBER 11, 2014 -TUESDAY - VETERANS DAY PARADE - BILLIE TALLEY - 559-960-4666
NOVEMBER 16, 2014 - SUNDAY - MEET & EAT AT CHRISTI'S PLACE - STEVE PROFERA - 559-681-7865
DECEMBER 6, 2014 - SATURDAY - COF CHRISTMAS PARTY - BILLIE TALLEY - 559-960-4666
DECEMBER 13, 2014 - SATURDAY - CHRISTMAS DESSERT AT THE MINNICH'S - INFO TO BE E-MAILED
FEBRUARY 28, 2015 - SATURDAY - ICE BREAKER RUN TO MONTEREY - STEVE PROFERA - 559-681-7865
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CORVETTES OF FRESNO, INC
Is a non-profit organization formed by those
owners who are proud to drive America’s only
true sports car
THE CORVETTE

CORVETTES OF FRESNO, INC
2014 OFFICERS
President:
E-mail:
Phone:

Chris Campbell
president@corvettesoffresno.com
559- 289-8054

Our club meetings are held at 7:00 pm on the
third Tuesday of the month at Yosemite Falls
Cafe 4020 North Cedar Between Dakota &
Ashlan on the East side of Cedar

Vice Pres.:
E-mail:
Phone:

Steve Profera
events@corvettesoffresno.com
559-681-7865

If you are an interested Corvette owner, we
invite you to attend.

Secretary:
E-mail:
Phone:

Jackey Christani
secretary@corvettesoffresno.com
559-801-3415

Treasurer:
E-mail:
Phone:

Kaye Campbell
treasurer@corvettesoffresno.com
559-681-1510

The one time initiation fee is $30.00 and
covers the cost of your Corvettes of Fresno
window sticker, membership directory, club
by-laws, nametag and many other goodies.
The annual dues are $95.00 per year per
couple, or $77.00 per year per individual.
COF BOARD MEETING NOTICE
CORVETTES OF FRESNO BOARD MEETINGS ARE
HELD THE FIRST TUESDAY OF EACH MONTH AT
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY ON SHAW NEAR
CEDAR AVE START TIME IS 6:30 PM
EVERYONE IS WELCOME

The new LT1 6.2L V-8 base Corvette engine
delivers 455 HP, 460 lb-ft torque (+5 in each with
the addition of the optional Performance Exhause
System).
The 2014 Corvette is the first to be equipped with
Direct Injection technology with ensures a more
complete burn of the fuel in the air-fuel mixture,
improving combustion efficiency and thus
contributing to increased power and fuel economy.
Active Fuel Management, or cylinder deactivation,
is a first-ever application on Corvette and helps
save fuel by imperceptibly shutting down half of
the engine's cylinders in light-load driving.
The 2014 Corvette convertible features a standard
power top which can be lowered at speeds up to 30
mph, or from outside the car using the key fob
remote.

Membership: Pam Forrester
E-mail:
membership@corvettesoffresno.com
Phone:
559-292-6191
Webmaster:
E-mail:
Phone:

Kerry Dehmel
webmaster@corvettesoffresno.com
559-292-7274

Newsletter:
E-mail:
Phone:

Jim Agar
jim.agar@att.net
559-297-2200

WSCC Representative: Allen Teixeira
E-mail:
representative@corvettesoffresno.com
Phone:
559-449-1505
Sunshine:
E-mail:
Phone:

Sharon Minnich
saminnich@yahoo.com
559-449-3331

FIBERGLASS FOREVER IS A MONTHLY
PUBLICATION.
PLEASE SUBMIT ARTICLES NO LATER THAN
THE THIRD FRIDAY OF EACH MONTH VIA
EMAIL TO:
jim.agar@att.net





Hello Everyone,
Thanks to all the members who attended the October General Meeting and participated in the election of the
Board Members. There were no contested offices and the vote was 100% unanimous.
2015 COF Board Members:
President:
Chris Campbell
Chuck Feccia
1st VP – Activities:
2nd VP- Membership: Clay Mumby
Secretary:
Nancy Teixeira
Treasurer:
Kaye Campbell

Appointed Positions:
Communications:
Web Master:
WSCC Representative:
Sunshine Rep:

Jim Agar
Kerry Dehmel
Allen Teixeira
Sharon Minnich

All newly elected and re-elected Board Members will participate at the Board Meeting and General Meeting in
November. New Board Members will take over full time starting in January (No meeting in December). Let’s
congratulate the new Board Members and give them all of our support.
It’s starting to cool down and we are in the Fall Season. A great time to put on a run, the weather is cool and it
doesn’t look like much rain in the future (although we need it).
Had a great time on the USS Hornet run, it’s amazing to be on a ship that large. Allen Teixeira did a great job,
very well organized run with a great hotel.
Shirley Dosher put on a great Mystery Run with a drive through the foothills and dinner at a restaurant in
Madera, we were then treated to a wide variety of deserts at her house. Good job Shirley!
The Meet and Eats have become a popular event, I have made it to a few and it’s always a good time. Keep an eye
out for the next one! Contact Larry Minnich if you have any questions.
The Veterans Day Parade is coming up soon, let’s show our support with as many cars as we can. I will be taking
my Dad (Marine Veteran) with me again this year. We have been getting in the parade much quicker than in
years past, not as much standing around, then a lunch afterwards. Give Billie Talley a call if you want to join in.
The Christmas Party will be in December (no meeting), Billie Talley has been working hard on a new location and
all of the arrangements. We got bumped out of our normal location, but Billie went to
work and found us a new place and we appreciate all of her hard work, it will be a great
time, hope to see you all there!
I am looking forward to the rest of the year and what the future brings in 2015. Be safe
and have fun!!
Thank you, Chris Campbell





CORVETTES OF FRESNO - GENERAL MEETING MINUTES
October 21, 2014
Call to Order: President Chris Campbell called the meeting to order at 7:00 P.M. Board Members present
were Kaye Campbell, Jacklyn Christani, Steve Profera, Jim Agar, and Pam Forrester. The Pledge of Allegiance
was shared by all.
Secretaries Report: Minutes of the September 2014 are published in the COF newsletter. A motion to waive
the reading of the September 2014 minutes was made by Jerry Najarian, and seconded by Gene Fox, Motion
carried
A motion to accept the September 2014 minutes as published in the Fiberglass Forever newsletter was made by
Margaret Gonzales and seconded by Lynne Agar, Motion Carried Unanimously!
Treasurers Report: Kaye Campbell reported the accounts activity, which is on file to be reviewed by members
only. A Motion was made to approve the treasures report as read. The Motion was made by Larry Minnich, and
seconded by Angie DiLiddo, Motion Carried Unanimously.
Membership: Pam Forrester reported attendance for the October 21, 2014 meeting. There were 54 members
and 2 guests Alfonzo Mendoza and his wife Ann present.
New members to Corvettes of Fresno were announced as follows: Adolf Hurlimann and Lucy Colwell and
Marvin and Maryann Scott. Corvettes of Fresno’s current membership now is 116 members and 75 corvettes.
All October Birthdays and Anniversaries were acknowledged. All October Birthdays and Anniversaries can be
found in the 2014 membership directory. The amount of the name tag drawing for the month of October is
$50.00. Remember to always sign in at the beginning of all meetings!
Communication: Jim Agar announced that the October 2014 edition of Fiberglass Forever, that there were 32
pages printed and 58 pages on the Corvettes of Fresno web site. If anyone has any articles or pictures for the
Newsletter for the November edition please submit to Jim Agar by Friday October 24, 2014, in the A.M.
Webmaster: Webmaster Kerry Dehmel announced the web site is up and running and to go visit it. There will
be changes up coming according to President Chris Campbell
Activities: Steve Profera reported, please refer to the Calendar of events in the club newsletter or on the club
web site, www.corvettesoffresno.co for more details and up to date information. Guests are encouraged to
attend any event, come join the fun! Remember all sign up sheets are on the side table.
Numerous past events were discussed.
September 20 car show and free lunch at the 5 star retirement community Fairwinds at Woodward park was
attended by Randy Forrester he was approached to join the community. Randy stated he was not ready at this
time.
September 28, 2014 Vetts & Jets on the USS Hornet Alameda Ca. Allen Teixeira
15 Corvettes from Corvettes of Fresno attended. Everyone who attended had a good time. A total of 109
Corvettes were in attendance. It was stated that a U turn award may be awarded It was not clear how it would be
presented, as some members went through the Alameda Tunnel three times. Corvette of Fresno was the largest
Corvette club in attendance.
September 28, 2014 Sanger Farmers Market was attended by Jim and Joan Kozera
October 2, 2014 Meet and Eat Thursday hosted by Larry & Sharon Minnich 22 club members were in
attendance it was held at the Macaroni Grill in River Park.
October 3, 2014 Riverdale High school Home Coming 5 corvettes attended.
October 4, 2014 Air National Guard car show and family day was attended by Chuck and Jessie Robb.
October 18, 2014 Mystery lunch run sponsored by Shirley Dosher and Sharon Haney was well attended, 22
corvettes attended the run took everyone through the foothills and into Madera to a great Italian restaurant
named Gabriella’s. Afterwards most everyone went to Shirley Doshers for desert and a great visit.

November 11, 2014 Veterans Day parade (Corvettes Needed) See Billie Talley
November 16, 2014 Meet and Eat at Christi’s place in Madera a fantastic BBQ will be served different menu
options will be available for purchase. First beer on the house! sponsored by Steven Profera
December 6, 2014 Christmas Party will be held at the High Sierra Grill on Bullard and West cost will be 30.00
per person. Great sing along disc jockeys and a great time. Payment will be due at the November General
Meeting. See Billie Talley
December 13, 2014 Christmas dessert at the Minnich’s Information to be e-mailed
February 28, 2014 Ice Breaker Monterey: Steve Profera
Other upcoming events were discussed. As these Ideas firm up they will be listed in the newsletter and web site.
Tahoe 46 Allen Teixeira reported that Tahoe 47 is underway 13 corvettes have pre registered to date a limit of
100 corvettes was announced. The Tahoe 47 committee will be the same as Tahoe 46. New Ideas were
discussed at the wrap up meeting for Tahoe 46.
Pre registration forms for Tahoe 47 can be found on Corvettes of Fresno’ web site.
The next Tahoe 47 meeting will be January 13 2015
WSCC: Allen Teixeira reported, Make sure if there are any changes such as Addresses, Phone numbers, email, etc. please let Allen know!
WSCC Has a new President, Buzz Marston has replaced Rob Weaver. Corvettes of Fresno would like to thank
Rob Weaver for the past 16 years of leadership.
A Tahoe 46 article will be placed in the spring edition of the Red Line as well as pre registration forms.
Sunshine: Sharon Minnich reported Lloyd Cox has had a very serious operation at UC San Francisco; Lloyd is
now at the Veterans Hospital in Fresno treating an infection. No Visits are requested at this time we will keep
everyone updated as we are notified. Also Jim Kozera is also recovering from surgery he is doing well but has a
long haul ahead. We wish them all continued healing and prayers. Terry Cavanaugh was at this meeting and is
looking good! Please continue to keep Terry in your prayers for continued healing.
Old Business: President Chris Campbell reported no old business at this time.
New Business: Election of new Corvettes of Fresno Board members took place; a secret ballot vote was taken.
And the following members were elected to the board for 2015. President: Chris Campbell, 2ndVice President
(membership) Clay Mumby, 1st Vice President (activities) Chuck Feccia, Secretary Nancy Teixeira, Treasurer:
Kaye Campbell. Appointed positions are as follows: Kerry Dehmel, Communication, Jim Agar
Communications (Newsletter) and WSCC Representative Allen Teixeira. There were no contested offices
therefore the vote was 100% unanimous.
Name Tag Drawing: Steve Lucas name was drawn for $50.00 he was not in attendance. For the month of
November the prize money will be $60.00! Make sure you wear your name tag to the next General Meeting.
Raffle 50/25/25: The raffle was conducted by President Chris Campbell. The winners were Kerry Dehmel and
Kathy Yergat each winning $42.00 each. There were two $10.00 gift certificates for dinner @ Yosemite Falls
Café Granite Park; Donated by Yosemite Falls Cafe those were won by Sharon Minnich and Marvin Scott.
Motion to Adjourn the meeting: @ 8:25 P.M. Motion was made by Clay Mumby and seconded by Billie
Talley. the motion carried unanimously.
Respectfully submitted, by Jackey Christani
By / aet

JACKEY CHRISTANI
SECRETARY

Membership
Pam reported that as of the 2014 Calendar Year COF has 116 members and 75 cars.
Members & Guests
Total attendance: 56 - 54 Members & 2 Guests: Alfonzo & Ann Mendoza
Nametag drawing
Steve Lucas's Name was drawn, He was not present.
Next Months Drawing will be for $60.00.
Remember to wear your nametag at the meeting for a chance to win.
Club Directories and Updates
The 2014 electronic copy of the club membership directory is available online at
www.corvettesoffresno.com (contact Kerry Dehmel for the new access info)

PAM FORRESTER
MEMBERSHIP

Sharon Minnich & Marvin Scott each won a $10.00 gift certificate to Yosemite Falls Cafe.
NOVEMBER ANNIVERSARIES

50/25/25 DRAWING
WINNERS

STEVE & LAURA LUCAS 15

KERRY DEHMEL

NOVEMBER BIRTHDAYS
ALLEN TEIXEIRA 5 - JUDI REINKE 6 - SHERI GARLOCK 7
PATRICIA SHERMAN 12 - SANDY DAMI 12 - JON DEVOE 13
NINA GAGNEBIN 14 - JOAN KOZERA 16 - DON DUKES 17
BILL SAHATDJIAN 17 - DAN RODRIGUEZ 21 - SHIRLEY DOSHER 30

KATHY YERGAT
EACH WON
$42.00
CONGRATULATIONS

OUR NEWEST MEMBERS
MARVIN & MARYANN SCOTT

OUR NEWEST MEMBERS
ADOLF HURLIMANN & LUCY COLWELL

NOVEMBER 4, 2014 TUESDAY - BOARD MEETING 6:30 PM AT THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY ON
SHAW NEAR CEDAR AVE
NOVEMBER 11, 2014 - TUESDAY - VETERANS DAY PARADE - BILLIE TALLEY 559-960-4666
NOVEMBER 16, 2014 - SUNDAY - MEET & EAT - CHRISTI'S PLACE - STEVE PROFERA 559-681-7865
NOVEMBER 18, 2014 - TUESDAY - GENERAL MEETING 7:00 PM AT YOSEMITE FALLS CAFE LOCATED
AT 4020 N. CEDAR IN GRANITE PARK
DECEMBER 6, 2014 - SATURDAY - COF CHRISTMAS PARTY - CONTACT BILLIE TALLEY - 559-960-4666
DECEMBER 13, 2014 - SATURDAY - CHRISTMAS DESSERT AT THE MINNICH'S - INFO TO BE
E-MAILED
JANUARY 13, 2015 - TUESDAY - TAHOE MEETING 7:00PM AT DENNY'S - BLACKSTONE & HERNDON
FEBRUARY 28, 2015 - SATURDAY - ICE BREAKER RUN TO MONTEREY
STEVE PROFERA - 559-681-7865

TAHOE PLANNING MEETING
THE NEXT TAHOE MEETING WILL BE HELD AT 7:00PM
TUESDAY JANUARY 13, 2015 AT DENNY'S ON THE CORNER OF
BLACKSTONE & HERNDON

STEVE PROFERA
VP ACTIVITIES

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Our next "Meet & Eat" has been scheduled by Steve Profera, Jackey Christani,
and Christi Profera. The information is as follows:
Date: Sunday, November 16th, 2014
Time: Meet at the restaurant at 3:00pm
Location: Christi's Place
37275 Avenue 12
Madera Ranchos
An open menu with a variety of items from which to choose will be available.
PLEASE, as always, if you are planning to attend, notify Steve by email or phone.
His contact information is:
Email: stevenprofera@gmail.com
Phone: 559-681-7865

Let's show our appreciation to Steve and Jackey and Christi for arranging this
event. Bring your Corvette and your appetite and let's have another fun filled
afternoon.

Sharon Minnich reported Lloyd Cox has had a very serious operation at UC San
Francisco; Lloyd is now at the Veterans Hospital in Fresno treating an infection. No
Visits are requested at this time we will keep everyone updated as we are notified.
Jim Kozera is also recovering from surgery, he is doing well but has a long haul
ahead.
Terry Cavanaugh was at this meeting and is looking good! Please continue to keep
Terry in your prayers for continued healing.

We wish them all continued healing and prayers.

Corvette Museum Estimates Sinkhole Repairs to Cost $3.2 Million
If you haven’t been to see the sinkhole at the National
Corvette Museum, you might want to hurry.
The last day to witness the historic hole is just a little
more than three weeks away, on Sunday, Nov. 9.
Construction to repair the damage will begin the next
day, with the project slated to be done by July next
year.
NCM officials met Wednesday with construction
personnel and engineers to review the complicated
process to remediate the sinkhole and repair the
Skydome building.
The first step will be to remove boulders in the sinkhole. Next up, in late November through December,
workers will install sheet piling to block the cave openings. The hole will then be filled with about 4,000
tons of fist-sized #2 stone, from late December through mid-January 2015.
The rest of the concrete slab flooring in the room will then be removed, and electrical, water, and HVAC
repair work follows through mid-February.
To make sure the new floor will remain in place in the event of another collapse, 46 micropiles and grade
beams will be installed mid-February through late March. Those micropiles will be 15-20 feet apart at an
average depth of 141 feet.
Next up will be the addition of more stone and a new concrete slab floor, a process likely to take until
mid-April.
The good thing about the sinkhole repairs is that improvements are being made to the actual usefulness
of the room. For example, during the final two months of construction, a one-level natural color polished
concrete floor without stairs and ramps as in the current room will be installed, along with a new
entrance with a garage door and emergency exit doors, a redesigned drainage system and a 12-foot paved
perimeter around the Skydome.
All this work won’t be cheap. The cost is estimated to be a little over $3.2 million.
If you were hoping to watch the work on the Skydome webcams, unfortunately they will have to be
removed during construction. But the Plexiglas viewing window will still be in operation for actual
visitors to the museum.
If you were disappointed that the sinkhole wouldn’t be left as is, the museum says it’s exploring several
options that could include the opportunity to see down into the caves and 3D art, so the story of this
amazing show of strength by Mother Nature won’t be left untold.
And of course, you’ll still be able to see the three restored Corvettes and five unrestored Corvettes that
fell into the sinkhole, once construction is done.
“We appreciate all of the support, feedback, ideas and prayers throughout this very interesting time in
our history,” said Wendell Strode, Museum Executive Director. “Sunday, November 9 will be the very
last day to see the sinkhole up close and in person – so if you’ve been wanting to check it out for yourself
you have just over three weeks to do so.”

Chevrolet Releases the Official Performance Statistics for the
2015 Corvette Z06
Chevrolet officially
revealed the performance
statistics for the 2015
Corvette Z06 this
afternoon and the numbers
should put a lot of smiles
out there in the Corvette
Nation. The new C7 super
car is the fastest
production Corvette ever
built and one of the few
sports cars on the market
that’s a member of the 10second quarter mile club
right out of the box.
Chevrolet says the new 2015 Corvette Z06 will accelerate from 0-60 mph in only 2.95 seconds when
equipped with the new 8-speed automatic transmission. With the manual 7-speed transmission, the Z06
achieves that time in 3.2 seconds.
In the quarter mile, the Corvette Z06ƍs official time is a blistering 10.95 seconds with the 8-speed
automatic and 11.2 seconds with the 7-speed manual. In both cases, the Corvette Z06 tops out at 127
mph.
“The Corvette has long been known as America’s sports car,” said Mark Reuss, GM executive vice president,
Global Product Development. “With the capability of the new Z06 rivaling the best performance cars in the
world, we will also be America’s Supercar.”
Not only is the Corvette Z06 fast, but it stops on a dime as well. The Corvette Z06 features the best
braking performance of any production car GM has ever tested. From 60 mph to 0 mph, the new Z06
stops in just 99.6 feet. The Z06 also has the best lateral acceleration at 1.2 g over the Corvette’s previous
best of 1.13 g.
“The defining aspect of driving the Z06 is seamless integration of power, technology and aerodynamics,”
said Tadge Juechter, Corvette chief engineer. “As a result, the Z06 delivers ferocious acceleration, tenacious
handling, and high-speed stability that few cars can match.”
All the tests were run in a Z06 Coupe with the Z07 Performance Package which adds the most aggressive
stage 3 aerodynamic kit as well as Brembo carbon ceramic brakes and Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 tires.
Chevrolet calls the new Corvette Z06 the most capable Corvette ever built. On its first shake-down run at
GM’s Milford Road Course, the Z06 beat the ZR1ƍs track record by a tenth of a second. GM now states
that the Z06 is the fastest production car ever tested on the 2.9 mile road course, beating the Corvette
ZR1 by a full second.
The 2015 Corvette Z06 Coupe will go on sale early in 2015 priced at $78,995 while the Z06 Convertible
will start at $83,995. Both prices include the $995 destination charge.

Don Dukes: Owner
1570 Menlo
Clovis, Ca 93611
Shop: 559-297-0552
Cell: 559-908-9782
Fax: 559-297-1304

CLARK CONSTRUCTION
559-906-0800
clarkconstruction@aol.com
JERRY CLARK: OWNER

Dr. G. Randall Forrester, DC.
Auto Body & Paint
(559) 299-0685
982 Barstow
Fax (559) 299-0902

Clovis, Ca. 93612

BEST UNIFORMS
BILLIE TALLEY, OWNER
HEADQUARTERS FOR YOUR OFFICIAL
"CORVETTES OF FRESNO" APPAREL
LAW ENFORCEMENT - POSTAL - FIRE
INDUSTRIAL - TUXEDOS
CUSTOM EMBROIDERY
5091 N. FRESNO #112
FRESNO CA 93710

(559) 226-4235
FAX (559) 226 4280

875 W. Ashlan, Suite 101
Clovis, CA 93612
(559) 292-6191 * Fax 292-6193

Corvette Racing at COTA: C7.Rs Finish Ninth and Tenth in GTLM
It was a difficult day for the
Corvette C7.Rs in the Lone Star
Le Mans event at Circuit of the
Americas on Saturday. Returning
to the site of a victory in last
year’s American Le Mans Series
race, Corvette Racing aimed for a
return to the GT Le Mans
(GTLM) podium in the TUDOR
Championship. An early charge
by Antonio Garcia in the No. 3
Chevrolet Corvette C7.R at the
start of the race raised hopes as
the Spaniard moved from seventh
to fifth in the opening laps.
The momentum couldn’t continue, however, for the team’s two Corvette C7.Rs. Garcia and Jan
Magnussen finished ninth in GTLM, followed by the No. 4 Corvette C7.R of Oliver Gavin and Tommy
Milner in 10th place.
Garcia drove a double-stint to open the race and handed off to Magnussen with 52 minutes left. The Dane
rejoined the race seventh but experienced braking issues that hindered his run.
In the No. 4 Corvette, Milner drove a single stint to open and was part of a five-car battle in the early
stages. He handed off to Gavin, who drove with elevated tire pressure as the sun came out and the track
warmed.
Jonathan Bomarito and Kuno Wittmer were GTLM class winners with the SRT Vipers finishing first
and second in class.
The final race of the TUDOR Championship is Petit Le Mans on Saturday, Oct. 4 from Road Atlanta in
Braselton, Ga. Live coverage will be available on FOX Sports 2 and IMSA.com.
ANTONIO GARCIA, NO. 3 CHEVROLET CORVETTE C7.R
“The first part of the stint was good. I was able to challenge and overtake some of the cars that had been
faster than us earlier in the week. It was obvious that we were struggling with overall pace. I tried my best to
keep up during those two hours but that didn’t make much of a difference in the end. It’s disappointing
result for the weekend but we need to recover at Petit Le Mans.”
JAN MAGNUSSEN, NO. 3 CHEVROLET CORVETTE C7.R
“This is not a pleasant feeling. The results for both cars today are not what we are used to. Antonio drove
well during his double stint and made up a few positions early. But things went south for us in the second
part of the race. The track conditions changed drastically in my stint as the surface got hotter, plus I had a
braking issue that hampered our efforts. Now we have to focus on Road Atlanta and do what we can to move
Antonio and Chevrolet back into the championship lead at the end of the last race.”

OLIVER GAVIN, NO. 4 CHEVROLET CORVETTE C7.R
“Obviously it was another tough day for us in the No. 4 Corvette. We continue to struggle with the pace of
our competitors. It gets more and more frustrating. It was a challenge all weekend with the weather and
track conditions. The rear tire pressures went up very high in the middle of the stint which made the car
difficult to drive. Plus there was an issue with the passenger door on the driver exchange. Again it’s another
example of how things have gone for us this year. Hopefully we can end on a positive note at Road Atlanta.”
TOMMY MILNER, NO. 4 CHEVROLET CORVETTE C7.R
“We kept it close with the big pack there for awhile and that was fun racing. We were just a little bit behind
the eight-ball in terms of pace. We had to keep our nose clean and hope that some of our competitors ahead
of us make mistakes so we can move up that way. The car was pretty good. There was a bit of understeer for
part of the stint but it got better at the end.”
DOUG FEHAN, CORVETTE RACING PROGRAM MANAGER
“We had hopes of returning to podium contention this weekend but obviously it wasn’t meant to be. Things
aren’t working in our favor in a number of areas. That shouldn’t take away from the effort of Corvette
Racing to control the factors we can control. Today’s race was disappointing but we still have a very
important race to close the year at Petit Le Mans. We will regroup and be ready.”

Pig Parking C6 Corvette Owner Gets Schooled by Jeep Driver
I really hate seeing
Corvettes parked like
this, especially when
they are right up front
near the establishment
instead of somewhere
safer like the back of
the lot. It reflects badly
on Corvette owners and
taking up two spaces
just asks for people to
mess with you like this
Grand Sport owner
found out.
After a long drive in
New Jersey traffic, he pulls into a “semi-busy” restaurant and finds a white C6 Corvette Grand Sport
Coupe taking up two spaces right next to the building. As a Jeep owner, the ground doesn’t necessarily
need to be flat to park on it and so he pulled right up on the curb next to the Corvette and then waited for
the reaction as the Corvette owner returned to his car.
Granted, we see what looks to be a temporary tag on the back of the Vette which may indicate the
Corvette is new to the owner, and therefore he wants to protect it. But if you’re so concerned about
taking incidental contact damage to your doors, then park in the back of the lot. But don’t be an asshat
by being a pig parker.

C5 Corvette Struck by Drunk Driver in Wisconsin
A white C5 Corvette was hit from behind
by a Jeep in Somers, Wisconsin earlier this
month, sending at least three people to the
hospital.
The Corvette was eastbound on Highway
K and was trying to turn south into a
driveway when it was struck in the rear by
the eastbound Jeep.
The impact spun the C5 and damaged the
left rear section of the vehicle, then caused
the Jeep to roll over onto its side.
Witness JoAnn Montez found the
occupants of the Corvette still inside, with the driver appearing to be uninjured but complaining of some
pain.
The driver’s 4 ½-year-old granddaughter was secured in a child safety seat.
“I was just helping them to stay calm,” Montez said.
Fortunately, all injuries in the accident were considered minor, Sgt. Doug Bourdo of the Kenosha County
Sheriff’s Department said later.
Investigators believe alcohol with the Jeep driver may have played a role in the accident, and citations
are pending, pending further investigation.

Chevy Tells 2015 Corvette Owners Not to Use the
PDR’s Valet Mode Over Legal Concerns
Remember that great video that Chevrolet put out
extolling the features of the new Valet Mode with
the Performance Data Recorder? Activating the
Valet Mode allows you to record front-facing
video as well as capture audio from within the car
so you can help keep your Corvette safe when it’s
in the hands of others.
Well it turns out that recording audio from within
the car may be considered a felony in some states
that require notice and consent to individuals that
they are being recorded and now GM is sending
notices out to dealerships and customers alerting
them to this fact as well as promising a future
update to the PDR system.
The first letter we have was sent to dealerships:

From GM:
Attention: General Manager, Service Advisor, Service Manager, Parts and Service Director, Parts Manager,
New Vehicle Sales Manager, and Warranty Administrator
This notice is being sent to you regarding 2015 model year Corvettes equipped with the Performance Data
Recorder (UQT).
The Performance Data Recorder (UQT) in these vehicles, when used in Valet Mode, allows a customer to
record the driving of their Corvette when the vehicle is not in their control. In Valet Mode, the PDR will also
record activity and conversations that take place in the vehicle.
To help our customers use the Performance Data Recorder (UQT) consistent with legal requirements that
pertain to audio recording devices, we will be requiring a very important update to the system of each
affected vehicle in the near future. We expect that the update will be available early next month. At that time,
we will provide details about the update and let you know what steps you need to take, if any, to complete the
update for vehicles in your inventory.
In the meantime, you must advise any customers who take delivery of an impacted vehicle that they should
refrain from using the Valet Mode until the update takes place. If they do use the Valet Mode, they should (i)
notify any occupants of the vehicle that they will be recorded while in the vehicle, and (ii) obtain their
consent to this recording. It is very important that you explain this to each customer at the time of delivery.
Attached is a copy of a written communication for you to provide to customers to accomplish this notice. We
are sending the same communication to customers who have already taken delivery of a Corvette vehicle
equipped with PDR.
We greatly appreciate your cooperation in conveying this important information to your customers.
While common sense would seem to dictate that there in no expectation of privacy while being in
someone else’s vehicle, the mere threat of customers being liable for criminal or civil punishment rising
from using the Valet Mode with PDR was enough for GM to communicate this immediately to dealers
and issue a “do not use” notice to buyers of the 2015 Corvette with the PDR:
We can imagine that the update will have some sort of notice, either audible or on-screen, that will notify
whoever is in the vehicle that the car is in valet mode and what they say is being recorded. We might even
see some sort of consent that would need to be given by an occupant in the vehicle like clicking an OK
box on the infotainment center’s screen for the audio portion of the system to work as designed.
A member on the CorvetteForum named Gadfly adds that using the PDR to make a video only recording
is legal in all 50 states. But using the PDR to make a video AND AUDIO recording without the owner in
the car is illegal in these 13 states:
California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, Oregon, Pennsylvania and Washington State.
Here is a link that may help owners in determining what the laws are for recording audio video in their
states: www.dmlp.org/legal-guide/state-law-recording.
We’ll keep you updated on when the new PDR update is available. In the meantime, enjoy that Valet
Mode video from Chevrolet and think about the possiblities of what conversations might have been
recorded:

Briscoe Back for Corvette Racing at Petit Le Mans
Ryan Briscoe will return to Corvette Racing next week for Petit Le
Mans at Road Atlanta as the third driver in both of the team’s
Chevrolet Corvette C7.Rs. The Aussie star will try to help Corvette
Racing and Chevrolet win for the fifth time this year in the TUDOR
United SportsCar Championship’s GT Le Mans (GTLM) class. The
annual 1,000-mile/10-hour endurance race is set for Saturday, Oct.
4.
Briscoe will be back in the Corvette C7.R for the first time since the
Mobil 1 Twelve Hours of Sebring in March, where he drove with
Antonio Garcia and Jan Magnussen in Corvette Racing’s No. 3
entry. The trio also helped debut the car at the Rolex 24 At Daytona
to start the TUDOR Championship season.
“I’m super excited to get back in the Corvette. It’s a beautiful car
and a great team to be with,” Briscoe said. “I had a lot of fun at
Daytona and Sebring, so I’m really excited for the opportunity to come back and try to help out as much
as I can to get Antonio the Driver’s championship. Road Atlanta is a unique track and very old-school.
There is no room for error in a lot of areas, especially in some of the key areas. Turn 1, for example, is
really quick. There is no run-off area. If you run wide, you’re in the grass and likely to go to the fence.
It’s a track where you have to be concentrating 100 percent.”
Briscoe drove a Chevrolet-powered IndyCar full-time for Chip Ganassi Racing in the 2014 Verizon
IndyCar Series. He has seven career victories in the series, and he made his impact in sports car racing in
2007 as a prototype rookie at Penske Racing with three victories. Briscoe has nine ALMS victories – all in
prototypes. Two of those came at Petit Le Mans – 2008 and 2013.
Corvette Racing has won four times this year, and Garcia enters Petit Le Mans second in the GTLM
standings, as is the No. 3 Corvette C7.R in team points. Road Atlanta has been a hotbed of success for the
team with 10 victories there since 2000 including eight times at Petit Le Mans.
“It’s a race I’ve done before and won before,” Briscoe said. “After Daytona and Sebring, I felt really
comfortable getting in the car and getting up to speed. I think the team was comfortable with how I
adapted too. I think I’ll be a good fit to jump in either car when needed.”

2015 Corvette Stingray with VIN 001 Raises
$400,000 for Charity at Barrett-Jackson
The first retail 2015 Corvette Stingray with VIN 001
crossed the auction block Friday night at BarrettJackson’s Las Vegas sale inside the Mandalay Bay
Casino. The Arctic White Corvette, which comes
equipped with the all new 8-speed automatic
transmission, saw steady bidding throughout the sale
which was broadcast nationwide on FoxSports2. The
hammer dropped with the high bid of $400,000 and
winning the car was Chevrolet dealer and Corvette
collector Dave Ressler.

Ressler is no stranger to Barrett-Jackson auctions and his new VIN 001 will fit right at home with his
other low VIN and first VIN Corvettes.
His collection includes the No. 003 1953 Corvette which is considered the oldest surviving production
Corvette as well as a special one-of-one 2009 Corvette ZR1 “Blue Devil” which he purchased at BarrettJackson’s Scottsdale auction in 2008. Both of those Corvettes were purchased for $1 million each.
While conventional wisdom had the 2015 VIN 001 Corvette already parked in Rick Hendrick’s collection
next to his recent C7 VIN 001 cars – the 2014 Corvette Stingray Coupe and Convertible as well as the
2015 Corvette ZR1 Coupe – it appears there wasn’t the same level of interest for a second year Corvette
vs those that came out in their inaugural year by the NASCAR team owner.
The Corvette was offered for sale by General Motors with 100% of the proceeds going benefit the CARE
House of Oakland County. CARE House has served thousands of children and families since 1977 and
offers intervention and treatment for child victims of abuse.
Dave Ressler is the owner of Ressler Chevrolet in Mandan, North Dakot and Bozeman, Montana. His
collection of Corvettes can be viewed online at www.CollectorCorvettes.com.

2015 Corvette Stingray vs BMW i8 Hybrid
Two cars with the same goal but
different ways of getting there.
That might be one way to summarize
a series of drag races set up by TFL
Car between a 2015 BMW i8 Hybrid
2+2 and a 2015 Corvette Stingray
convertible.
The Stingray, of course, uses a
gasoline-power 6.2-liter engine to
produce 455 hp and 460 ft-lb of
torque. While it’s an old-school engine in some ways, fancy electronics and other modern doo-dads have
been added to this powerplant so that it provides both power and fuel economy. Indeed, some cylinders
even shut down to improve gas mileage while not hindering performance at all.
The BMW i8, meanwhile, represents another way of moving forward into the future, with a 1.5-liter 3cylinder turbocharged gasoline engine for the rear wheels and a 96kw electric motor that uses a lithiumion battery to turn the front wheels, producing a total of 362 hp and 420 lb-ft of torque.
The three drag races between the two cars end with the Stingray on top each time, though just barely,
but the video host points out that the test was done at high altitude where the air has less oxygen, putting
the oxygen-loving Corvette V8 at about a 15 percent power disadvantage but having no effect on the
electric motor of the i8.
It was an interesting test between two cars that deliver their thrills in very different ways. The Corvette’s
V8 has a naturally loud roar that adds to the experience, while the i8 has to resort to speakers to amplify
the engine’s natural sound and pipe it into the cabin. In fact, the i8 at street speed doesn’t even have tire
noise, according to some reports.

We wouldn’t be surprised if someday there is a hybrid Corvette, producing more power with a
combination of electric and gasoline engines.
We certainly hope any such Corvette would be cheaper, much cheaper, than the 2015 i8, which costs a
whopping $136,000 but nevertheless has a two-year waiting list of folks wanting to buy one.

Kentucky’s Governor Beshear Helps Open the NCM Motorsports Park
The National Corvette Museum’s
Motorsports Park officially opened to the
general public earlier this month, with
about 200 people attending a grand
opening ceremony at the Bowling Green,
Ky., facility.
Thousands of Corvette enthusiasts
already had a chance to see the park
during the museum’s 20th Anniversary
Celebration in August, but this time, the
governor of Kentucky, Steve Beshear,
was among the onlookers.
“What a gem to add not only to the
attractions that Bowling Green has, but
to the attractions the commonwealth
has,” Beshear said.
He called the Motorsports Park the completion to the “Corvette trifecta,” the museum and the assembly
plant being the other parts of the three-sided tourist attraction.
The governor also drew a laugh from the crowd when he noted that while safety is stressed at the
Motorsports Park, the real lure is speed.
Tourism brought in $365 million to Bowling Green last year, and Beshear expects the park to add to that
total.
So does Warren County Attorney Amy Milliken, who said the park will “continue to heighten our
visibility in the motorsports industry.”
Milliken’s cousin, Wendell Strode, is the executive director of the museum, and she praised him for his
dedication and vision for the park, noting that it will appeal to all motorsports enthusiasts, not just
Corvette owners.
Mitch Wright, general manager of the Motorsports Park, pointed out the various other kinds of activities
in the Bowling Green area will be a draw for motorsports enthusiasts and their families.
“This location is extremely unique in its proximity to hotels, restaurants, downtown attractions and other
attractions,” Wright said. “That alone gives us a leg up on the competition.”
Wright also noted that completion of the Holley Performance Products Control Tower and Event Center
will afford more opportunities for park activities, drawing even more visitors.

Corvette Racing Looking Into More World Endurance Championship Races
Corvette Racing made their first
appearance in the World
Endurance Championship (WEC)
outside of Le Mans recently at the
Lone Star Le Mans in Austin,
Texas. While their finish at the
Circuit of the Americas wasn’t
what they are used to and
certainly not what they had hoped
for, the experience doesn’t seem to
have soured Corvette Racing’s
interest in more racing in the
WEC.
“It was great for our crew guys,
great for our management, and great for everyone to see how things work outside of Le Mans.” Corvette
Racing’s Program Manager Doug Fehan told Racer Magazine’s noted racing journalist Marshall Pruett.
“It was a good event and if you look at the comparative lap times, all the cars were very close. It was very
beneficial for us.”
The WEC schedule for 2014 has eight races in eight different venues around the world, ranging from
Austin, Texas to Shanghai, China with stops in South America, Asia and Europe. All races, except for the
24 Hours of Le Mans, are six hours long, a format that is rarely experienced by Corvette Racing. Doug
Fehan indicated that this inexperience was a motivating factor in Corvette Racing’s participation in the
Lone Star Le Mans when he told Marshall Pruett, “It gave us a first-hand glimpse on what that series is
about and any potential customers have to deal with and see at a normal WEC round.”
Does this mean that Corvette Racing is ready to jump into the WEC with both feet? Well, no, it doesn’t.
All it means at this point is that Corvette Racing is very cognizant of Corvette’s increasing world-wide
brand awareness and they’re doing a bit of ground work should the day come when a viable business
plan can be made for WEC participation.
Said Doug Fehan, “There are no plans at the moment to add more WEC races to our schedule, but we
aren’t closed to the idea. If we determine there’s value on our own, or the series sees additive value, we’ll
be prepared to act.” Let’s keep our fingers, and maybe a few toes, crossed and see what happens.

Chevrolet Releases the Official Performance Statistics for the
2015 Corvette Z06
Chevrolet officially revealed the performance statistics for the 2015 Corvette Z06 this afternoon and the
numbers should put a lot of smiles out there in the Corvette Nation. The new C7 super car is the fastest
production Corvette ever built and one of the few sports cars on the market that’s a member of the 10second quarter mile club right out of the box.
Chevrolet says the new 2015 Corvette Z06 will accelerate from 0-60 mph in only 2.95 seconds when
equipped with the new 8-speed automatic transmission. With the manual 7-speed transmission, the Z06
achieves that time in 3.2 seconds.

In the quarter mile, the
Corvette Z06ƍs official time
is a blistering 10.95 seconds
with the 8-speed automatic
and 11.2 seconds with the 7speed manual. In both cases,
the Corvette Z06 tops out at
127 mph.
“The Corvette has long been
known as America’s sports
car,” said Mark Reuss, GM
executive vice president,
Global Product Development.
“With the capability of the
new Z06 rivaling the best performance cars in the world, we will also be America’s Supercar.”
Not only is the Corvette Z06 fast, but it stops on a dime as well. The Corvette Z06 features the best
braking performance of any production car GM has ever tested. From 60 mph to 0 mph, the new Z06
stops in just 99.6 feet. The Z06 also has the best lateral acceleration at 1.2 g over the Corvette’s previous
best of 1.13 g.
“The defining aspect of driving the Z06 is seamless integration of power, technology and aerodynamics,”
said Tadge Juechter, Corvette chief engineer. “As a result, the Z06 delivers ferocious acceleration, tenacious
handling, and high-speed stability that few cars can match.”
All the tests were run in a Z06 Coupe with the Z07 Performance Package which adds the most aggressive
stage 3 aerodynamic kit as well as Brembo carbon ceramic brakes and Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 tires.
Chevrolet calls the new Corvette Z06 the most capable Corvette ever built. On its first shake-down run at
GM’s Milford Road Course, the Z06 beat the ZR1ƍs track record by a tenth of a second. GM now states
that the Z06 is the fastest production car ever tested on the 2.9 mile road course, beating the Corvette
ZR1 by a full second.
The 2015 Corvette Z06 Coupe will go on sale early in 2015 priced at $78,995 while the Z06 Convertible
will start at $83,995. Both prices include the $995 destination charge.

September 2014 Corvette Sales
It’s the first of the month and that
means we have the latest Corvette
sales report from General Motors.
According to report, General
Motors sold a total of 2,467
Corvettes in September 2014.
That compares to just 831
Corvettes sold in September 2013
for an increase of 196.9%.
Year to date sales (January-September) totals 25,950 Corvettes, which beats the 2013 YTD Sales of 7,830
Corvettes by 231.4%.

In comparing the number of Corvettes sold in August 2014 to September 2014, deliveries slipped -7.9%.
There’s no doubt that last month’s sales figures were made smaller by the revelation of the Stop Sale
order which was issued in response to a faulty air-bag part as well as an emergency brake issue. Although
both issues were addressed rapidly and the production line never stopped, the Stop Sale order did keep
some of the effected new 2015 Stingrays out of the hands of buyers.
Here’s the GM Sales Report for Corvettes in September 2014:
Corvette Delivery Statistics for September 2014
Month

Calendar Year-to-Date

Month

2014

2013

% Change

Months

2014

2013

% Change

Sept

2,467

831

196.9%

Jan-Sep

25,950

7,830

231.4%

Corvette Sales Monthly Archive:
Archived Monthly Corvette Delivery Statistics
Year

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total

2014

2,261

2,438

3,480

3,514

3,328

2,723

3,060

2,679

2,467

2013

908

980

1,053

974

905

853

671

655

831

3,929

2,527

3,005

17,291

2012

629

927

1,376

1,396

1,219

1,475

987

1,210

1,351

1,167

1,104

1,291

14,132

2011

721

955

1,163

1,454

1,304

1,299

1,291

936

1,147

946

910

1,038

13,164

2010

854

624

955

1,089

1,428

1,405

1,199

1,135

1,109

1,011

836

979

12,624

2009

842

1,027

1,183

1,407

1,643

1,396

966

746

1,585

1,154

952

1,033

13,934

2008

2,015

2,071

2,692

3,190

2,904

2,082

1,870

4,242

2,318

1,170

1,093

1,324

26,971

2007

2,234

2,784

3,158

3,227

3,300

2,377

2,377

2,877

2,837

2,484

2,438

2,914

33,685

2006

2,579

3,058

3,655

3,516

3,317

2,938

2,794

2,990

3,056

2,761

2,773

3,081

36,518

25,950

Overall, GM delivered 272,423 vehicles in the United States, led by an 18% increase in truck sales as well
as a 10% increase in GMC deliveries and a 30% increase in commerical sales.

Young NASCAR Drivers Take the Ron Fellows Performance
Driving Course at Spring Mountain Motorsports Ranch
ESPN recently offered viewers a
glimpse inside the Ron Fellows
Performance Driving School in
Pahrump, Nev., where Ron and his
instructors were showing young
Chevy drivers how to get ready for
Nationwide road courses at Spring
Mountain, using, of course, C7
Corvettes.
“The goal was to get them roadcourse experience,” Fellows says.
“What I want to try to provide is a baseline of information for them on how to approach a road course
because it’s very different. In the NASCAR road racing schedule, there are some intimidating places.”

Young driver Dylan Kwasniewski (No. 31) , for one, was glad to have the experience.
“Ron Fellows … you know he’s a road course extraordinaire,” he said. “He knows the ins and outs of
these things for sure and to have Ron teach us and lend us his bag of tricks and his knowledge – it’s great
for everybody.”
Fellows says he uses the 1.5-mile track to teach the young drivers “not only the importance of braking in
a straight line, going from the gear you have to the gear you need but also focusing on momentum and
some finesse.”
Kwasniewski says he’s always known about Fellows’ reputation “and wanted to be able to come talk to
Ron and get a little bit of insight on what these Nationwide road courses are gonna be like for me.”
Ron preaches the words discipline and patience. “As you can see with those marks, don’t turn late,” he
says with a chuckle as the students are being carried around the track in a van.
“The van ride is basically showing them the line and talking about the various reference marks around
the track, how you use them for braking and timing for downshifting,” Fellows sys.
“And then from there we follow with constant radio communication where the instructors are able to
drive with one hand and be able to talk on the radio and lead them around and look in the mirror and
make sure they’re in the right places.”
When you’re behind the instructor, Kwasniewski says, “you get a great visual of where he’s braking and
getting on the throttle and turning into the corner so all you’re worried about is your shifting and
braking and making sure you’re doing all the mechanics right.”
Fellows points out that a lot of what the drivers are experiencing in the C7 on his track is not going to be
that much different from what they’ll experience in a NASCAR vehicle.
“I think coming out here to Spring Mountain, it’s definitely gonna get me in the right mindset to go to
these road courses and hopefully be successful,” Kwasniewski says.

The Science Behind the Corvette Stingray
Visitors to the International Manufacturing
Technology Show in Chicago in September probably
came away impressed with the ingenuity behind the
new Corvette Stingray.
Chevy’s seventh-generation Corvette was invited to
the prestigious show because of its advancements in
manufacturing and use of cutting-edge materials.
If you’re familiar with the Stingray, you already
know that Tadge Juechter and crew came up with
some pretty exotic ideas to make it one of the best
sports cars in the world.
For instance, the new aluminum frame manages to save weight (99 pounds, to be exact) while increasing
stiffness (by 57 percent) to improve handling and allow construction of a convertible that doesn’t require
structural reinforcement.

Interestingly, the Stingray’s frame is made up of five different aluminum segments, each constructed in
different ways that allowed engineers to shave off as much weight as possible. A new precision welding
process keeps tolerances within one-thousandth of an inch.
Carbon fiber also gets extensive use on the Stingray, including the hood on all models and the roof panel
on the coupe. Another advanced composite material, a light density sheet molding compound, is used on
the front fenders, doors, rear quarter panels, and rear hatch/trunk.
You may remember that starting with the C5, the floorpan was made of an aluminum/balsa sandwich to
cut weight, but engineers have replaced that on the C7 with a carbon nano-composite that is even lighter
and adds to the structural rigidity.
You’ll also find magnesium seat frames on the Stingray, and we think the unique shape memory alloy
that replaces the hatch vent actuator is one of the coolest things about the new car.
All in all, visitors to ITMS, the world’s second largest show of its kind, came away impressed with
Chevy’s latest creation, no doubt.

Chevrolet Already Has Over 5,000 Orders for the 2015 Corvette Z06
We knew that the 650 horsepower Corvette
Z06 would be a hot sale and that demand
would be high during the initial stages of
the new super car’s rollout, but the
numbers we are hearing about those
interested in buying a Z06 are just
incredible.
Corvette Chief Engineer Tadge Juechter
took a Corvette Z06 Coupe and
Convertible to Autobahn Country Club for
the Midwest Automotive Media
Association’s Fall Rally this week and
during a question and answer session he
confirmed that over 5,000 pre-orders for the Corvette Z06 have already been received.
This reminds us of the pent-up demand the public had for the Corvette Stingray once production started
last September and if you remember, there were articles saying that the waiting list for a Z51 car could
be anywhere from six months to a year. Luckily, the factory was able to meet that demand and so we’ll
see how the Z06 fits into the already busy production schedule at the Bowling Green Assembly Plant.
Tadge also confirmed that the first run of Z06s would all be 7-speed manual Coupes with the
Convertibles and 8-Speed Automatic cars becoming available about a month or so after production
starts. Finally, for those whose orders were accepted during the first ordering period, they might see their
Z06ƍs arrive as early as December.
For a historical refresher, we looked back at the beginnings of C6 production to see how Chevrolet
handled rolling out the Z06 during the second year of C6 Production. In its inaugural year of 2005,
Chevrolet sold 37,372 Corvette coupes and convertibles. Very similar output to the C7 Stingray’s 2014
production of 37,288. In 2006, Chevrolet produced a total of 34,021 Corvettes whith the new Z06
accounting for 6,272 of those built.

So it’s entirely feasible that we could see similar production totals for the C7 Corvette Z06 if demand
continues to be strong.
And with this week’s release of performance stats showing the Corvette Z06 with an 8-speed auto is
capable of 0-60 mph in 2.95 seconds and the quarter mile at 10.95 seconds at 127 mph, we think
Chevrolet will have no problem reaching those production numbers for the new “Big Nasty”.

Two New Jersey Cops Cited for DUI after 1974 Corvette Crashes into a Church
Two police officers in Millville, N.J., are under
investigation after the green 1974 Corvette they
were riding in crashed into a church.
The incident, which happened on the evening of
Sept. 3, only became public Tuesday after The
Daily Journal newspaper asked law enforcement
officials about the crash and criminal review
now underway by the Prosecutor’s Office.
Officer Charles Twigg owned the Corvette, but he allowed fellow Officer Michael McLaughlin Jr., to
drive the car even though McLaughlin had a blood-alcohol level of .092 percent, according to Chief
Thomas Haas.
This sounds like a classic case of “do as I say, not as I do.”
Amazingly, though, neither officer was wearing his seatbelt, and as lawmen, both should have been well
aware that it is illegal and life-threatening to themselves and others to drive under the influence of
alcohol.
Right now, officials say no disciplinary action has been taken against the officers, who were off duty when
the crash occurred, but noted that could change after the criminal review is completed.
The two men were thrown from the Corvette, which suffered extensive damage to the front end, after
McLaughlin veered off the roadway in a curve, went airborne for 20 feet, and eventually crashed into St.
Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Church on Carmel Road.
Both officers have been cited for drunken driving, and Chief Haas said the Cumberland County
Prosecutor’s Office could add more charges for Twigg related to enabling an impaired driver to operate
his vehicle.
McLaughlin is recuperating at home from a fracture or dislocation in his back, while Twigg complained
of pain but had no noticeable severe injuries and has now returned to work, according to the report.
Church members said vinyl siding, an outdoor electrical box, a security alarm box and a brick retaining
wall on the church were damaged by the Corvette.
A story on The Daily Journal’s website said the investigation was handled by Sgt. Kevin McLaughlin but
did not indicate if he is related to Michael McLaughlin Jr.
Michael McLaughlin has been with the police department for more than a year and a half, while Twigg
has been a Millville officer for nearly 20 years.

Regular Car Reviews: Corvettes at Carlisle
Corvette Blogger has been a regular visitor to
Corvettes at Carlisle, but this off-beat look at the
largest gathering of ‘Vettes in the entire world by
Regular Car Reviews managed to give us a unique
look at the goings-on there.
After wandering through the Carlisle
Fairgrounds and showing some of the more than
5,000 Corvettes that became the latest to attend
the big event, Regular Car Reviews begins to offer
a philosophical look at the Corvette enthusiast’s
world.
“No matter what you think of Corvettes themselves or the kind of culture they cultivate,” the narrator
says, “it’s hard not to respect the amount of dedication that goes into Corvette ownership. We’ve
reviewed several and we’ve yet to meet somebody who ever takes their responsibility lightly and that’s
deserving of a certain respect in itself.”
Regular Car Reviews points out that not everybody treats their cars like they deserve to be treated –
“some people beat on their cars or neglect their cars or curse their cars out and sometimes it’s not the
car’s fault. Sometimes it’s the owner bringing his own issues to the car.”
But it’s rare to find a neglectful Corvette owner, RCR says, “because they understand that a car isn’t just
a car. It can be part of your family – it can be part of your life – it can be part of your identity – the DNA
of what makes you, you at a level that extends past biology.”
A Corvette can bring out the you, you always believed you were supposed to be, RCR says, “whether
that’s true or not is immaterial, but you believe it! In the uncertainty of life, that can make all the
difference.”
RCR’s writer says he saw men at Carlisle warmly greeting each other and reassuring one another “that
the fans will work and don’t worry, I brought along lots of bottled water in case you have to pull over.”
These people had – have – a community tighter than any sub bread could hope to weave, he says.
“They’ve been coming to Carlisle since I was paying for elementary food with lunch tickets,” he says.
“They have friendships bound through wrenching rescues and emergency tows and fiberglass repair and
maddening C4 spark plug changing procedures. I have none of this – I am a cynical poser with a
clipboard and sour grapes.
“I see people who have solid foundations on which to build their place in the world,” he continues. “They
have lasting families and hold hands as they walk. Their children are respectful and their dogs only pee
in the long grass. There are no drunken police encounters or even that much profanity.”
Finally, the RCR reviewer ends up with this conclusion:
“If there was an overreaching feeling to that Saturday, it was this. I want in, I want in to this world, not
to command an LS engine, no, but to join these Corvette owners and their bean bag sense of belonging to
each other!”

Corvette Racing at Road Atlanta: Gavin and Miller Finish Fourth in GTLM
Tommy Milner and Oliver
Gavin posted one of their
strongest showings of the year
en route to a competitive fourthplace finish in the No. 4 Corvette
Racing Chevrolet Corvette C7.R
at Saturday’s 10-hour Petit Le
Mans at Road Atlanta. The
pairing led four times in class
before just missing the class
podium.
It was a remarkable charge from a ninth-place qualifying effort. Milner picked up two spots at the start
and never fell back further than seventh. By the two-and-a-half-hour mark, Gavin was in podium
position. He led for the first time about an hour later.
The No. 3 Corvette C7.R of Antonio Garcia, Jan Magnussen and Ryan Briscoe placed eighth in GTLM
after a promising start that saw Garcia lead at the end of his opening triple-stint. A quick stop for fuel
and tires after the Spaniard’s second stint moved the No. 3 Corvette from fourth to first in class.
After Garcia’s third stint, Magnussen took over in the Corvette but disaster struck almost immediately.
The leading group of GTLM cars left the pit lane at nearly the same time. But the pit exit was closed and
a pile-up involving a Ferrari, a Porsche and Magnussen resulted in significant left-front damage to the
No. 3 Corvette. By the time Magnussen came back around and the crew made its repairs, the car had lost
four laps.
The 2015 TUDOR United SportsCar Championship season begins with the Roar Before The 24 on Jan. 911, 2015 from Daytona International Raceway. The first race is the Rolex 24 At Daytona on Jan. 24-25,
2015.
ANTONIO GARCIA, NO. 3 CHEVROLET CORVETTE C7.R
“The car was pretty good. We were sure it would be, and it showed. I was putting a lot of pressure on some
cars and there were a lot of really tight moments, especially in traffic. I had to be both careful and
aggressive. It was a very smooth first stint. In the second, I started to be more aggressive where I could pass
two or three cars and got up to fourth. We had a really good last stop where I stayed in while coming in
fourth. We went out in the lead and that was the first time we encountered the red light at the end of the pits.
Kyle (Millay, engineer) told me right before we pitted that I needed to be careful with the red light, and I told
him that I would take care of getting in the fast lane and he needed to tell me if the light was on or not. It’s
very difficult going from the pit box to the fast line and checking your mirror, and on top of that checking to
see if the red light is on. I stopped but while I was sitting there I almost got hit by everyone – five or 10
seconds later I could see a big cloud of smoke coming at me. On the third stop we got unlucky because we
were leading but was only halfway through a fuel stint.”
JAN MAGNUSSEN, NO. 3 CHEVROLET CORVETTE C7.R
“Leaving the pits, a bunch of us came out at the exact time so we were going down to the exit at the same
time. Kyle (Millay, No. 3 engineer) was telling me over the radio that the pit lane was red so I knew I had to
start to slow down. I couldn’t see the Ferrari in front of me because the Porsche was covering him. And then

I was going to slow at the same rate as him, and he seemed to be slowing down a little and I just followed
him. Apparently he was still doing his belts so he just rammed the Ferrari and stopped right in front of me
and kind of jumped sideways. If he had stopped there, it would have been fine and I would have slipped by.
But he bounced out to the side in front of me and I collected him in his rear corner and did a lot of damage
to the front of our car. It’s so tough.”
OLIVER GAVIN, NO. 4 CHEVROLET CORVETTE C7.R:
“We had a lot of promise today. We led for some of it, which is good to do. It was nice to be running up front
on genuine pace as well, which was good. It just didn’t quite run for us with the cycling of the pit stops and
we were maybe missing a little bit of pace toward the end. We just couldn’t quite hold off the Porsche and
Viper. But that is what we saw at COTA. That is kind of the story to the end of the season. But I am pleased
that we had a strong performance, particularly on our car because it has been a battle this year. I’m pleased
for the guys for us to have a clean race with no mechanical issues and a strong race for the No. 4 car and
Corvette Racing, so I’m going to take that and carry it to 2015 and look forward and not back.”
TOMMY MILNER, NO. 4 CHEVROLET CORVETTE C7.R
“The first stint was tough. We had made some changes from warmup. I thought the car felt OK but I had
only done four laps and the other guys were a little bit apprehensive. The car was difficult to drive for the
first hour but made some tire pressure changes and equalized them as well. It definitely put us in the
ballpark as far as balance goes. The car seemed fast. Pace-wise we seemed OK. Then it was about staying out
of trouble. Unfortunately we saw our teammates have trouble at the pit exit. We knew that if we could stay
away from that, we’d be in OK shape. It was so close in GTLM and everyone was racing hard even though
it’s a 10-hour race. Things happen.”
RYAN BRISCOE, NO. 3 CHEVROLET CORVETTE C7.R
“It was great to come and finish the season with the team. I have had a lot of fun driving with these guys this
year. It’s a huge honor to drive the C7.R for Corvette Racing – a great experience. Obviously we wish we
could have won the race today. We fought hard but unfortunately had the bodywork to repair early, which
got us out of the game. So it was a bummer. I think we were able to shine at times, but at that time we were
leading the race, and after that we were out of contention.”

Chevrolet Wins TUDOR Championship Prototype Engine Manufacturer Title
With the start of today’s 10hour Petit Le Mans at Road
Atlanta, Chevrolet clinched
the first Prototype Engine
Manufacturer Championship
for the TUDOR United
SportsCar Championship.
Five Corvette Daytona
Prototype race cars took the
green flag for the 10-hour race
to close the TUDOR
Championship season, one in
which Corvette DPs made
history on a number of fronts.

“Capturing this Engine Manufacturer title is a tremendous accomplishment for every member of our
Corvette Daytona Prototype program,” said Mark Kent, Director of Racing – Chevrolet. . “This
Championship is the result of a dedicated and collaborative approach by all of our teams and technical
partners. The season got off to a great start with an overall win at the grueling 24 Hours of Daytona race
and capturing this Championship is a great finish to an exciting year of Prototype competition.”
Four Corvette DP teams were part of this year’s TUDOR Championship – Action Express Racing,
Wayne Taylor Racing, Spirit of Daytona Racing and Marsh Racing. Corvette DPs began the season by
sweeping the top four positions at the Rolex 24 At Daytona. Five subsequent victories followed – Detroit,
Watkins Glen, Indianapolis, Road America and the season-ending Petit Le Mans,
Chevrolet has led the Engine Manufacturer standings since the fourth race of the year at Laguna Seca in
May. This championship follows consecutive Daytona Prototype Engine Manufacturer titles in the
GRAND-AM Rolex Sports Car Series in 2012 and 2013.
Since the start of the Corvette Daytona Prototype program in 2012, Corvette DPs have taken 21 victories
in Rolex Series and TUDOR Championship competition.

Detroit Man Tracks Down and Buys His Late Father’s 1973 Corvette
We’ve all heard and read stories about
Corvette owners who, for one reason or
another, sold their beloved Vette, but were
unable to get the car out of their minds. Years
later, when their life circumstances may have
changed, they manage to track down and
bring their fiberglass friend back into the
family.
Scott Bachmann, in the Metropolitan Detroit
area, took this story one generation further by
finding and repurchasing his late father’s
Corvette, and bringing it back home to his
family. He was interviewed by WWJ’s Roberta Jasina to find out more about this touching story.
“This is a 1973 Stingray Corvette convertible”, he told Jasina. “It’s Ontario orange, the original paint.
This was my father’s car back when I was 3-years old.” Scott said his father was devoted to the Vette —
it was his pride and joy. Sadly, he passed away in 1977 after suffering a stroke while working on the car.
In the family photo above, Scott is the little guy looking out the window while his father stands beside the
car.
After many years, Scott, still trying to find a connection with his father and their past times together, hit
upon the idea of finding the one thing he knew would bring back memories of the good times—the ’73
Corvette. Since only 4,943 1973 Corvette convertibles were ever sold, finding a specific 1973 Corvette
promised to be a formidable task. But Scott had the VIN and, thanks to the age of computers and helpful
Corvette people, he hit the jackpot with his search — he found his father’s old Corvette!
Contact with its then-current owner revealed that the old Corvette was still in reasonable shape and, yes,
the owner was willing to entertain an offer. “It was considerably more that my father paid for it,” Scott
said. “But it was worth every penny.”

The orange 1973 Corvette Stingray has 80,229 original miles and still has the original engine and
transmission. When asked about the car’s future, Scott indicated that it had found its final destination,
right back where it belonged, and it wasn’t going anywhere else anytime soon.
Who knows, maybe the lucky Corvette will be passed on to a next generation Bachmann.

Chrysler Ends the SRT Viper Racing Program in IMSA’s Tudor USCC
The factory Viper racing program
is no more.
Despite winning both the 2014
Driver and Team Championships
in this year’s inaugural TUDOR
United Sports Car Championship
and coming in second place for
the Manufacturers Title, Chrysler
has decided to end the Viper’s
race program.
The loss of the factory-backed
effort from Chrysler/Dodge is a
blow to the GTLM class of the TUDOR United Sports Car Championship which also features the
factory-backed entries from Chevrolet (Corvette), BMW, Porsche and Ferrari.
According to the announcement, the Dodge brand will redirect its focus and efforts on the brand’s
product lineup.
Ralph Gilles, Senior Vice President of Product Design, Chrysler Group LLC., says it was a business
decision to discontinue the SRT Motorsports Dodge Viper GTS-R racing program and that the Dodge
brand will redirect its focus and efforts on the brand’s product lineup.
“We are very proud of the amazing achievements our fantastic teams, drivers and partners have achieved on
track the last few seasons. We thank them for their hard work, effort and commitment to SRT Motorsports.
It’s been an honor to be a part of the inaugural IMSA Tudor United SportsCar Championship season and
we wish them every success in the future,” said Gilles in the statement.
While the newly redesigned Corvette Stingray has been a hit with buyers, sales of the Dodge Viper have
fallen way off this year with new car deliveries averaging around 50 Vipers per month. With an MSRP
that starts at $102K, the Viper will also be impacted by the coming of the 650 hp Corvette Z06 which has
a starting price at $78,998.
Earlier this year, Viper bowed out of its planned participation at the 24 Hours of Le Mans as well.
The Viper GTS-Rs were great competition in the IMSA racing series and after finally achieving
recognition for their efforts over the last two years by earning two of the three championships in GTLM
class, we and countless other racing fans are very sorry to see them go.

This 1962 Corvette Earns a Blue Ribbon Despite
Squirting a Judge with Washer Fluid
Doug Kinsman was just following
orders when one of the judges at a
prestigious car show asked him to see
if the windshield washers worked on
his 1962 Corvette.
Kinsman’s car was being judged last
month at Cobble Beach when judge
John Ballard requested the operation
of the washers.
Kinsman had never tried them so he
said he didn’t know if they would
work or not.
He soon found out that they did squirt washer fluid, lots of it, in fact – just not in the right place.
“All of a sudden, an initial shot of water went up over the windshield and past the back of the car,” head
class judge Paul Oslansky said.
“Next, the passenger side nozzle shot straight ahead – over the hood – and sprayed me where I was in
front of the car. He just kept pressing that button!”
Not to fret, though. The soaking of the judge didn’t cost Kinsman any point deductions. “What’s
required is that the system work,” Oslansky noted. “It certainly worked. The biggest thing that surprised
us was that vacuum-powered washers generally don’t have strong squirts. This one was powerful.”
After the judge took a break to dry off, he eventually made his rounds and returned to Kinsman’s 1962
Corvette and put a first-place ribbon on it.
Kinsman’s love for Corvettes goes way back to the days when he had a 1958 model with dual four-barrels
on it, a car that he and his brother loved to race.
“Nobody passed that car,” Kinsman said. “It had two four-barrel carburetors – the second one engaged
when you were accelerating hard.
Mostly, I drove with the link between them disconnected to save gas.
“Once, my brother Stewart and I were driving up the 400 when another car loomed up on us. At about 60
mph, I released the hood, which opened from the rear, and Stewart was able to stand up and, leaning
over the windshield, connected the linkage so both four-barrels were functional.
And that was the last we saw of that other car.”
Kinsman eventually moved up to a ’62 model that he “treated… like an SUV – I showed it no respect,” he
said.

Marriage and kids led to a decision to sell that car, but when he won the lottery in 2008, he decided to
begin a search for his beloved 1962 Corvette.
“I tried everything, I wrote articles in Corvette magazines, I advertised, I even hired a fellow who calls
himself a car sleuth. The owner must be a recluse who doesn’t read. No response.”
That led Kinsman to settle for another ’62 just like his original, black over red, but after winning the
first-place prize at Cobble Beach, he’s not complaining about the replacement.
“The way it feels now is just the way it felt in 1962,” Kinsman said. “So much torque you can step on it at
any speed – I can chirp the tires in second as well as first – and brakes that require good vision.”
Admittedly, for sentimental reasons, he’d still like to find that first ’62, VIN 20867S108566 if you happen
to recognize those numbers.
“I’d love to see it again, talk to the guy about his experiences with it. Would I buy it? Likely not. Know
what? This ’62 is starting to be my car.”

Brembo Shows Off Its Stopping Power in the 2015 Corvette Z06
Chevy released the amazing 0-60 time of
2.95 seconds for the 2015 Corvette Z06, the
fastest time ever for a GM production car.
Equally as amazing is how quickly the Z06
can go from 60 to 0 mph – in 99.6 feet with
the Z07 package!
Brembo is the brains behind that stellar
performance, and the company recently
released a neat video explaining how its
carbon ceramic brake system does the
trick.
Here are some of the details from that video:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aluminum monoblock caliper.
Six pistons
Cross-drilled radiators for improved pad and brake fluid cooling.
Optimum force distribution pistons
Differentiated piston diameters – 38mm, 34mm, 30mm.
Three different colors
High-performance brake pads specifically developed for use with CCM brake rotors.
Carbon ceramic-matrix brake rotors (15.5 inches in front, 15.3 inches in rear), offering less
weight, better performance, and no corrosion.
Cross drilling for maximum ventilation
Longer rotor life, near to zero wear, less pollution
Consistent performance under all operating conditions
Zero thermal deflection eliminates brake vibration.

It all adds up to one outstanding braking system for the new Z06, sure to be among the best in the world.

Barrett-Jackson Scottsdale to Sell First Retail 2015 Corvette Z06 Convertible
Once again Chevrolet has
chosen “The World’s
Greatest Collector Car
Auction”, Barrett-Jackson’s
Scottsdale flagship event to
offer their first retail
production 2015 Corvette Z06
Convertible. Over the last
several years Barrett-Jackson
has been Chevrolet’s choice to
showcase the crown jewel of
their model line-up by
offering VIN 001 of a new
model Corvette to benefit
various charities. According
to Gary Bennett, vice president of consignments at Barrett Jackson, the beneficiary of the 2015
Z06 Convertible proceeds will be the United Way of Michigan.
Barrett-Jackson and GM began their first production Corvette partnership back in 2011 when
Rick Hendrick bought the first 2011 Corvette Z06 carbon edition. Then in January 2012 BarrettJackson offered the first production 2013 Chevrolet Corvette 427 Convertible which hammered
for $600K and was won by super collector Ron Pratte, whose entire mega collection will be
auctioned this January in Scottsdale.
In January of 2013 the first production 2014 Corvette Stingray coupe, of the long anticipated
seventh generation, was also hammered sold, this time to collector, motorsports icon, and
Chevrolet dealer Rick Hendrick, for $1.05M. Then in April of the same year, at BarrettJackson’s Palm Beach auction, Hendrick coughed up another $1M and added the first
production 2014 Corvette Stingray convertible to his collection. Then a year later, this past April,
again at Barrett-Jackson’s Palm Beach event, Hendrick successfully bid another $1M for the
first production 2015 Z06 coupe.
You might want to contact your financial advisor and broker if you want to be the proud owner
of the first production Z06 convertible, but it should be no surprise that Rick Hendrick is the
odds on favorite to complete his matched C7 set of seventh generation Corvette models and add
the 2015 Corvette Z06 Convertible to his premier Chevrolet collection in North Carolina.
Although it’s still a few months away, anticipation of Barrett-Jackson’s 2015 Scottsdale event,
January 10th -18th has already captured the attention of car collectors throughout the world.
In addition to the outstanding consignments usually rounded up by Gary Bennett and the
Barrett-Jackson team, this year one of the most important collector car collections, Ron Pratte’s,
will cross the block. It is so large and important that Barrett-Jackson has added another full day
to their traditional eight-day lifestyle event.

Johnny O’Connell Hits the Track at the Corvette Museum’s Motorsports Park
Now that the Corvette Museum’s
Motorsports Park is open, we are starting
to get some feedback from some of the
professional drivers who have already
visited the new track. Johnny O’Connell,
one of the most successful racecar drivers
in the history of the sport was recently at
the track and we’re interested to hear what
he had to say.
O’Connell is well-known to Corvette
Racing fans with a record eight wins at the 12 Hours of Sebring and the four class victories at the 24
Hours of Le Mans. Since his stint in the factory-backed Corvettes, he has gone on to win championships
with Cadillac Racing.
Following his induction into the Corvette Hall of Fame in 2013, a special 1 of 1 C7 Corvette Stingray was
designed in his honor and that was the Corvette he was driving when he visited the new Motorsports
Park.
So how good is the new track?
In a news post on the Motorsports Park website, Johnny said “This track is great. It is world class, supersmooth, and challenging… it’s a track everyone should make plans to drive on. What was especially cool
about it was how I recognized the features of Le Mans when I got to them. I know that was the objective
when they were designing and building it, and as someone who has been there, I can say that they pulled it
off.”
We understand from some of the folks at the NCM that O’Connell’s visit to the track in the Hall of Fame
Stingray will be featured in an upcoming promotional video for the Motorsports Park.
After taking in some laps at the MSP, O’Connell says that he might want to bring the Cadillac Racing
team down to Bowling Green for some testing.
Someone once said “Build it and they will come” and it appears that old adage is working for the new
Corvette Museum’s Motorsports Park.

Harlan Charles: Mass Reduction a Balancing Act for the Corvette Team
Weight Watchers doesn’t have anything on today’s carmakers, including Chevrolet and its popular new
Corvette.
With fuel prices on the rise and emission standards growing tougher by the day, carmakers are doing all
they can to slice as much weight off their vehicles as possible to meet the new regulations and save
consumers money on gas.
Among the leaders of this industry-wide move is the seventh-generation Stingray.
“It’s a balancing act,” Harlan Charles admits. “We talk about mass reduction every single day.”

All that talk – and
subsequent action – paid off
big time for the C7 Corvette,
which finished up weighing
25 grams less than a much
inferior 1981 Corvette.
That may not sound like
much, but consider that the
classic Corvette didn’t have
impact protection beams,
airbags, anti-lock brakes, or
GPS navigation. The ’81 did
have a four-speed
transmission but its engine
made just 195 horsepower.
Consider that the 2014
Stingray is much safer, has
an eight-speed paddle shift transmission, and generates 460 horsepower, while getting more than double
the gas mileage of the ’81.
That balancing act that Charles referred to came into play frequently while the C7 was being designed.
While engineers were able to slice 45 kilograms from the frame and 17 from the body panels, winding up
some 68 kilograms lighter than the C6, they then had to turn around and add back weight – 9 kilograms
for new structural safety requirements, 5 kilograms for an extra ratio in the transmission, 7.8 kilograms
for improved seats, 14.2 kilograms for the new infotainment system, and 7.7 for interior appointments
and safety features.
“A lot of work went into putting everything into the car and keeping it light,” Charles says. “But the end
result speaks for itself. You get a supercar that does 29 mpg on the highway.”
And if you think all this weight-watching is something new, take a look at what Lotus founder Colin
Chapman was doing back in the 1950s!
He was obsessed back then with making the lightest cars in the world, so much so that he removed rivets,
sliced suspension arms to cut their weight, and made engines that served as power sources and structural
supports.
Today’s carmakers are just as obsessed as Chapman, perhaps even moreso.
“It’s a major priority,” says Ruben Archilla, manager of research and development at Mazda USA.
“Every gram counts.”
Don’t expect this weight consciousness to go away, either.
“There’s a lot that you have to put in,” says Charles. “But you can never stop thinking light. That’s how
it is now.”

TV Cameraman Gets Locked Inside a C6 Corvette and Calls 911
Hey, don’t blame the Corvette.
That’s our first reaction to a man getting
locked inside a C6 after he climbed inside a
2007 Corvette coupe on sale at a Lynchburg,
Va., car lot last week. (At least it wasn’t a
convertible with the top down and the doors
locked.)
Since 2005, Corvette have had electronic locks
on the doors instead of manual ones, so if you
don’t have the key fob, you could get trapped
inside … IF YOU DON’T TAKE TIME TO
READ THE OWNER’S MANUAL.
There in plain English, it tells you what to do in such an emergency. There are actually two levers that
will open the door, one under the driver’s seat and the other in the rear compartment.
In this case, though, the victim, Jemon Haskins, didn’t know what to do and apparently the owner’s
manual either wasn’t in the car or he didn’t think to look for it.
Last Sunday, while the lot was closed, Haskins found the Corvette door open and did what many curious
folks do. He climbed inside and closed the door to take a look around, not realizing what would happen
next. When he tried to get out, he was locked inside.
Not consulting the owner’s manual, Haskins didn’t know what to do next.
He tried both door handles and the buttons on the door panels, with no results. “I tried tugging at it,
pushing at it…nothing. So I tried going over here, seeing if this door would unlock…same thing wouldn’t
open,” Haskins said.
He could have just removed the targa top, but being a Corvette rookie, he didn’t know how to do that,
either.
As the temperature inside started to increase, Haskins decided to do the next reasonable thing and called
a 911 operator, who seemed not to have a clue what to do, unfortunately.
“I mean is your door jammed or?” the 911 operator asked.
“No it’s got one of these electronic doors and it’s stuck it’s locked,” said Haskins.
Fortunately for Haskins, a man walking by the lot heard him honking the horn and was able to open the
door from the outside.
“I jumped out and said phewww, good gracious.. Fresh air,” said Haskins.
GM spokesman Monte Doran said the company encourages dealers to tell customers about the door locks
and the emergency levers and not surprisingly says no recall is planned.

Corvette Z06 Tops in Torque-to-Weight Ratios List
It should come as no surprise to Chevrolet
enthusiasts that their favorite cars are among the
leaders in yet another performance category.
Autoblog just came out with a listing of vehicles
that have the best torque-to-weight ratios, broken
down according to price, and Chevy dominated
the action.
Says Autoblog: “Horsepower may steal a lot of
headlines, but the always-more-complex torque
figure is often a critical one for both the
workingman and the motoring playboy. The
measure of rotational force is a function of horsepower and engine rpm, and it’s also the twist that can
liquefy one’s tires or haul one’s horse trailer.”
In the under $100,000 category, the 2015 Corvette Z06 is at the top of the list with 5.422 pounds per
pound-foot, with the 2014 Corvette Stingray in fourth place with 7.170, the 2015 Camaro ZL1 in sixth
with 7.410, and the 2015 Camaro Z/28 in eighth with 7.942.
By the way, the Z06 beat out the next two competitors, both from Dodge – the 2015 Viper SRT with 5.650
and the 2015 Challenger SRT Hellcat with 6.279.
To show Chevy’s current domination in the performance world, five more of its vehicles were among the
leaders in this showdown.
In the Under $25,000 category, the Camaro V6 was sixth with 13.378. In the Under $50,000 division, the
2015 Silverado 3500HD was second with 8.596, the 2015 Spark EV fourth with 8.765, Camaro SS ninth
with 9.305, and the Chevy SS 10th with 9.578.

National Corvette Seller Mike Furman Nominated for the GM Mark of
Customer Excellence Award
The thousands of Corvette owners he’s gone
out of his way to make happy over the past
37 years don’t need to see an award to know
what a great salesman Mike Furman is.
They’ve seen with their own eyes what a
great job he does for his customers.
Still, though, Corvette’s No. 1 salesman has
just added a very impressive feather to his
cap. He recently became the first dealership
employee ever to be nominated for the
prestigious GM Mark of Customer
Excellence Award.

The ever-humble Furman says he is more excited than ever about selling Corvettes. (We think
it’s great that he just bought a Laguna Blue Corvette Stingray of his own, too!)
“The last 37 years of selling Corvettes has never been this exciting,” he said. “With the debut of
the Stingray I am seeing such a renewed enthusiasm for America’s #1 Sports Car!”
Mike was nominated for the award by Brian Siskoy, a GM design engineer. Listen to some of the
praise Siskoy has for America’s #1 Corvette Salesman!
“During a PDA assignment I had the chance to meet a very special gentleman. Mike Furman at
Criswell Chevrolet was by far the best example that I experienced regarding the epitome of
customer service. Mike is the number 1 Corvette sales person in the country. He did not receive
this title because he was assigned to it, as anyone in this dealership is allowed to sell Corvettes.
Mike goes out of his way to please the customer, and because of that known service, people across
the country are sending potential new Corvette owners to him. Every single person that he sells a
car to, he takes a picture of them and posts it to his Corvette blog website that he created for his
clients. If there are any service concerns he will go out of his way to follow up with the customer
and let them know the detailed progress. Because of his outstanding dedication to service, he once
had 1 customer refer an additional 6 Corvette sales directly to him, some as far away as Las
Vegas! I was beyond amazed by the stories that he was telling me about his customers, and I
firmly believe that this gentleman needs to be recognized by General Motors for his customer
service dedication. If we don’t start rewarding the people who deal directly with our customers
on a daily basis, we will NEVER prove to them that we actually CARE about what they are
doing. Mike deserves this award more than ANY GM direct employee that I know.”
Siskoy points out that Mike makes “EVERY SINGLE ONE OF HIS CUSTOMERS feel special.
He takes the time to treat them with respect, and listens to all of their concerns, following up with
them well beyond the initial sale. He takes their pictures and posts their stories on his blog to
share the excitement of people that purchase their Corvette. This behavior is noticed by all of his
customers’ peers, driving even MORE business for him. In reality, he is doing what EVERY sales
associate should be doing, but he just does it a lot better than everyone else, and much more
consistently.”
People will travel well out of their way to deal with Mike because they know and trust him,
Siskoy says. “We need to use him as an example for how ALL of our sales associates should
behave and prove that GM DOES care about our dealership network!”
We’ve heard these stories about Mike for years, so we weren’t surprised by his nomination. We’ll
just be surprised if he doesn’t wind up winning since he’s been such a great ambassador for
Corvette, Chevrolet, and General Motors.
If you are interested in a new Corvette Stingray, Z06 or any of the offerings from Callaway, give
Mike Furman a call. You can find him at Criswell Corvette in Gaithersburg, MD at 301-212-4420
or via email at MFurman@CriswellAuto.com.

TopSpeed Renders the Mid Engine C8 Corvette ZORA ZR1
Chevrolet has yet to start retail
production of the 650 horsepower
C7 Corvette Z06 but that doesn’t
mean we can’t speculate about
future Corvettes. In case you’ve
been living under a rock or were
quarantined with some type of
communicable disease, the latest
rumor is that Chevrolet is working
on a mid-engine Corvette named
after its first chief Engineer Zora
Arkus-Duntov.
Zora was a huge proponent of
taking the Corvette to a midengine platform and over the years a number of interesting prototypes were built, ranging from
1960ƍs CERV I to 1990ƍs CERV III.
As far as the latest round of the “next Corvette will be mid-engine” rumors goes, you can blame
General Motors. In June of this year we learned that General Motors submitted a trademark
application for “ZORA” for use as “motor land vehicles, namely automobiles”. And since Zora is
known for championing mid-engine Corvette prototypes, it’s the reason we are writing about this
today.
Both Motor Trend and Car and Driver were first to jump on the “mid-engine C8 Corvette
ZORA ZR1Ǝ rumor and each has provided in-depth articles on how they think the Corvette team
will pull it off.
So what might a mid-engine Corvette look like? Our friends at TopSpeed have put together a
new rendering to help answer that question.
TopSpeed goes on to discuss how the C8 Corvette ZORA ZR1 may be spec’d. The LT4 engine in
the upcoming Z06 may be a good place to start but the ZORA ZR1 will need some additional
horsepower to keep its title as the King of the Hill. TS believes horsepower and torque will be
around 740 hp and 700 lb-ft. They also believe the ZORA ZR1 to be rear wheel drive with the
possibility for a potential hybrid model utilizing electric motors on the front wheels to create an
AWD car similar to the Porsche 918.
There’s some good stuff in the article worth reading so check out the full report from
TopSpeed.com and their photo gallery showing the all their C8 Corvette ZORA ZR1 renders.
We do believe there is interest from the Corvette engineering team in developing a Corvette with
a mid-engine platform and the time to do so has never been better. I’ll be the first to admit that
it’s a lot of fun to try to get into the minds of Tadge Juechter and the other engineers behind
America’s favorite sports car, but its important to remember that all this is purely speculation at
this point.

Corvette Museum Estimates Sinkhole Repairs to Cost $3.2 Million
If you haven’t been to see the sinkhole at the National
Corvette Museum, you might want to hurry.
The last day to witness the historic hole is just a little
more than three weeks away, on Sunday, Nov. 9.
Construction to repair the damage will begin the next
day, with the project slated to be done by July next
year.
NCM officials met Wednesday with construction
personnel and engineers to review the complicated
process to remediate the sinkhole and repair the
Skydome building.
The first step will be to remove boulders in the sinkhole. Next up, in late November through December,
workers will install sheet piling to block the cave openings. The hole will then be filled with about 4,000
tons of fist-sized #2 stone, from late December through mid-January 2015.
The rest of the concrete slab flooring in the room will then be removed, and electrical, water, and HVAC
repair work follows through mid-February.
To make sure the new floor will remain in place in the event of another collapse, 46 micropiles and grade
beams will be installed mid-February through late March. Those micropiles will be 15-20 feet apart at an
average depth of 141 feet.
Next up will be the addition of more stone and a new concrete slab floor, a process likely to take until
mid-April.
The good thing about the sinkhole repairs is that improvements are being made to the actual usefulness
of the room. For example, during the final two months of construction, a one-level natural color polished
concrete floor without stairs and ramps as in the current room will be installed, along with a new
entrance with a garage door and emergency exit doors, a redesigned drainage system and a 12-foot paved
perimeter around the Skydome.
All this work won’t be cheap. The cost is estimated to be a little over $3.2 million.
If you were hoping to watch the work on the Skydome webcams, unfortunately they will have to be
removed during construction. But the Plexiglas viewing window will still be in operation for actual
visitors to the museum.
If you were disappointed that the sinkhole wouldn’t be left as is, the museum says it’s exploring several
options that could include the opportunity to see down into the caves and 3D art, so the story of this
amazing show of strength by Mother Nature won’t be left untold.
And of course, you’ll still be able to see the three restored Corvettes and five unrestored Corvettes that
fell into the sinkhole, once construction is done.
“We appreciate all of the support, feedback, ideas and prayers throughout this very interesting time in
our history,” said Wendell Strode, Museum Executive Director. “Sunday, November 9 will be the very
last day to see the sinkhole up close and in person – so if you’ve been wanting to check it out for yourself
you have just over three weeks to do so.”

2014 Corvette Stingray Production Statistics
It was back in August
that we learned the
General Motors
produced 37,288
Corvette Stingray for the
2014 model year and
now we’ve got the
breakdown on the
production statistics.
Leading the way was the
Corvette Z51 Coupe
which accounted for
41% of the models built
and the most popular
color was Torch Red
which can be found on
nearly one of out of five (19%) 2014 Corvette Stingrays.
The production stats tell us a lot about Corvette buyers. They prefer the Coupes over
Convertibles (71.3% vs 28.7%) and the Z51 performance package was selected more often than
not (56.6% vs 43.4%). One of the most watched options is the take rate on the manual vs
automatic transmissions. Nearly two thirds (64.6%) of Corvette owners selected the automatic 6speed with paddle shifters while manual transmissions were selected by 35.4% of buyers.
Corvette owners also like their new Stingrays loaded as just over half of the Corvettes built
(52.9%) in 2014 came with the 3LT Preferred Equipment Group. Other notable upgrades
include 35.9% of Z51 Corvette buyers also selected the Z51 Magnetic Ride Suspension. The box
for the NPP Performance Exhaust was checked off by 83.6% of buyers and the Navigation Radio
was selected by 81.6% of buyers.
For the first time in a long time, Torch Red became the most popular color at 19.3% with Arctic
White (16.5%) and Black (15.9%) rounding out the top three. Those three colors represent over
half of all Corvette Stingrays built in 2014. The two lowest production colors were Night Race
Blue which represents 4.9% and Lime Rock Green at 4.2%. For 2015, Chevrolet has
discontinued Lime Rock Green and Sunrise Orange Metallic will be offered in its place.
And finally, part of the stats include export destinations for the Corvette Stingray. While 34,678
of the 37,288 Corvettes were made for American buyers, a total of 2,691 Corvettes were sold
outside the country. Nearly half of those exports (1,193) went to Canada while Europe and the
United Kingdom accounted for 612 Stingrays, the Middle East had 447 Corvettes and Japan’s
sales totaled 224.
Here’s the data from the 2014 Corvette Stingray production which was released late last week by
the National Corvette Museum:

Corvette Models

Amount Percent

Coupe

11,134

29.9%

Coupe w/ Z51

15,431

41.4%

Convertible

5,043

13.5%

Convertible w/ Z51

5,680

15.2%

Preferred Equipment Group

Total

Coupe
Conv
w/
w/
Percent Coupe Z51 Conv Z51

1LT

4,736

12.7%

2,583

1,312

2LT

12,529

33.6%

4,632

4,475 2,123 1,301

3LT

19,725

52.9%

3,919

9,336 2,290 4,169

Exterior Colors

Total

630

204

Conv
Coupe
w/
w/
Percent Coupe Z51 Conv Z51

Torch Red (GKZ)

7197

19.3%

2082

3132

943

1034

Arctic White (G8G)

6153

16.5%

1759

2608

883

903

Black (GBA)

5929

15.9%

1737

2346

933

914

Cyber Gray (GBV)

4064

10.8%

1236

1883

454

506

Laguna Blue (G7H)

3281

8.7%

946

1682

308

341

Crystal Red (GBE)

3020

8.1%

913

1126

514

454

Velocity Yellow (G8A)

2125

5.7%

668

895

257

318

Blade Silver (GAN)

2088

5.6%

824

741

282

233

Nightrace Blue (GXH)

1827

4.9%

624

633

308

267

Lime Rock Green (G7J)

1566

4.2%

356

355

156

710

261

0.7%

45

93

45

85

Color Combination Override
(D30)

Interior Colors
1LT Leather Jet Black (191)
1LT Suede Jet Black (192)
2LT Leather Jet Black (193)
2LT Suede Jet Black (194)

Total

Coupe
Conv
w/
w/
Percent Coupe Z51 Conv Z51

2,946

7.9%

1614

787

419

125

75

0.2%

11

46

5

6

5,407

14.5%

1960

1,913

958

579

820

2.2%

189

417

106

97

3LT Leather Jet Black (195)

6,227

16.7%

1459

2700

847 1,221

3LT Suede Jet Black (196)

2,088

5.6%

367

1,142

187

392

1LT Leather Gray (141)

597

1.6%

379

123

76

17

2LT Leather Gray (143)

1,119

3.0%

512

309

192

97

186

0.5%

78

77

30

11

1,119

3.0%

278

478

166

210

373

1.0%

56

216

45

62

1LT Leather Red (701)

1,119

3.0%

568

370

131

57

2LT Leather Red (703)

2,349

6.3%

802

972

298

284

3LT Leather Black/Red (705)

4,512

12.1%

802

2,500

408

812

2LT Leather Kalahari (343)

2,498

6.7%

1035

772

489

199

261

0.7%

78

123

50

28

2,871

7.7%

657

1142

464

602

3LT Suede Kalahari (346)

783

2.1%

100

386

91

199

3LT Leather Brownstone (555)

485

1.3%

122

247

45

62

1,492

4.0%

78

741

40

613

2LT Suede Gray (144)
3LT Leather Gray (145)
3LT Suede Gray (146)

2LT Suede Kalahari (344)
3LT Leather Kalahari (345)

3LT Suede Brownstone (556)

Conv
Coupe
w/
w/
Percent Coupe Z51 Conv Z51

Roofs/Tops

Total

Standard Carbon Fiber (CFA)

13,722

36.8%

6,580

7,145

Transparent (CC3)

6,973

18.7%

3,429

3,534

Dual Roof Package (C2Q)

1,529

4.1%

501

1,018

Visible Carbon Fiber (C2Z)

3,393

9.1%

512

2,886

969

2.6%

111

849

Convertible Top Black (41T)

8,054

21.6%

Convertible Top Kalahari (21T)

2,088

5.6%

842

1227

Convertible Top Gray (37T)

373

1.0%

217

159

Convertible Top Blue (34T)

224

0.6%

116

108

Visible Carbon Dual Roof Package
(C2M)

Stripes
Full Length Carbon Flash (DTH)
Full Length Crystal Red (DTR)

Total

3,868 4,186

Coupe
Conv
w/
w/
Percent Coupe Z51 Conv Z51

559

1.5%

100

293

40

125

75

0.2%

22

31

10

11

Full Length Blade Silver (DTP)

112

0.3%

33

46

15

23

Full Length Cyber Gray (DTN)

37

0.1%

11

15

5

11

Full Length Inferno Orange
(DTQ)

37

0.1%

Hood Stinger Carbon Flash
(DTW)

2,461

6.6%

423

1420

207

409

75

0.2%

11

31

10

11

Hood Stinger Cyber Gray (DTZ)

Transmission/Suspension

Total

15

Coupe
Conv
w/
w/
Percent Coupe Z51 Conv Z51

7 Speed Standard Manual (MEP)

4,139

11.1%

7 Speed Performance Manual
(MEL)

9,061

24.3%

6 Speed Automatic (MYC)

24,088

64.6%

Standard Suspension (FE1)

16,183

43.4% 11,134

Z51 Sport Suspension (FE3)

7,719

20.7%

5,663

2,056

13,386

35.9%

9,768

3,624

Z51 Magnetic Ride Suspension
(FE4)

Wheels

Total

3,262

883
7,345

7,872

1,715

8,086 4,160 3,965
5,043

Coupe
Conv
w/
w/
Percent Coupe Z51 Conv Z51

Painted Silver 18/19 (QG6)

4,586

12.3%

3,518

1,069

Machine Faced 18/19 (RQ1)

1,156

3.1%

924

237

Chrome Wheels 18/19 (QX3)

10,291

27.6%

6,580

3,702

Z51 Sterling Silver 19/20 (Q7S)

2,834

7.6%

22

2,222

Z51 Painted Black 19/20 (Q7T)

10,142

27.2%

89

7,793

30 2,244

7,197

19.3%

4,922

2,283

Z51 Chrome 19/20 (Q7E)

Wheels
Caliper Black (J6A)

Total

5

602

Coupe
Conv
w/
w/
Percent Coupe Z51 Conv Z51

9,173 24.6%

22

1,6258 43.6%

3,919

7,824 1,937 2,567

Caliper Gray (J6D)

9,471 25.4%

6,614

2,844

Caliper Yellow (J6E)

2,424

Caliper Red (J6F)

6.5%

579

6,435

1,173

2,709

262

403

Misc

Total

Coupe
Conv
w/
w/
Percent Coupe Z51 Conv Z51

Carbon Fiber Interior Trim (FAY)

7,495

20.1%

Premiere Edition (SRZ)

1,044

2.8%

Performance Exhaust (NPP)

31,173

83.6%

GT Seat (AQ9)

34,715

902

4,784

333 1,465

500

550

7,883 13,903 4,120 5,265

93% 10,867 13,857 4,927 5,055

Competition Sport Seat (AE4)

2,573

6.9%

267

1,574

116

625

Personalized Interior Plaque
(BV4)

1,827

4.9%

401

1018

106

307

30,427

81.6%

7883 13008 4221

5311

Carbon Flash Mirrors and Spoiler
(TTV)

5,034

13.5%

89

3811

35

1079

Suede Wrapped Upper Interior
Trim (IWE)

5,108

13.7%

557

2870

318

1363

Museum Delivery (R8C)

1,231

3.3%

200

679

86

244

Navigation Radio System (UY4)

Coupe
Conv
w/
w/
Percent Coupe Z51 Conv Z51

Destination

Total

U.S. (EF7)

34,678

93%

Canada (Z49)

1,193

3.2%

Mexico (CV3)

112

0.3%

Japan (CV5)

224

0.6%

Middle East

447

1.2%

Europe (C4E)

597

1.6%

525

Russia (CZ3)

31 0.08%

31

U.K. (CU9)

15 0.04%

15

10,622 13,672 4,967 5,402
356

571

76

176

108

11

67

139

17

89

355
80

C7 Corvette Stingray Convertible Hits a Parked Car in California
This Torch Red Corvette Stingray
Convertible crashed into a parked car
early Sunday morning in Westminster,
California. The accident sent the female
driver to the hospital with serious
injuries.
Westminster Police say the accident
was reported at 2:21 am near the
intersection of Springdale Street and
Navajo Road. They believe the driver
of the convertible Corvette Stingray
was headed south on Springdale Street
when she hit a parked car.
The crash destroyed the front of the Corvette Stingray and the parked car that was hit was thrown
several feet from the point of impact.
A male passenger in the Corvette suffered minor injuries and refused treatment at the scene.
The crash is still being investigated.

C5 Corvette Z06 Looses Nearly 300 Pounds with Full Carbon Fiber Body
With all the attention given to the
outstanding C7 Corvette these days, the
C5 seems to have taken a back seat in the
public’s eye.
But not everyone has given up on the
fifth generation 1997-2004 Corvette.
Take the owner of this C5 over in Greece,
for example, who apparently had all the
money and desire to create the lightest
version of his car that is humanly
possible, hiring Carbon Fiber Customs to
create all new body panels out of carbon
fiber.
According to the company’s website, all its carbon parts are made via the latest vacuum infusion
techniques for high strength and low weight. Carbon Fiber Customs says using that technology they can
produce pinhole and bubble free carbon fiber parts that are approximately 70 percent lighter than OEM
metal parts.
CFC guarantees that its carbon fiber products will not soften or distort under the sun, and all parts are
clear coated for UV protection and high gloss to eliminate yellowing or fading.

The stock Corvette from the factory weighs in at 1472 kg. After three months and 800 hours of labor, this
custom C5 is 130 kg lighter (287 lbs), thanks to the carbon fiber front and rear fascias, doors, quarter
panels, hood, splitters, side skirts, wing mirrors, A and B pillars, and the roof.
By the way, all the carbon fiber has been left unpainted and given a glossy clear coat to make the whole
car look like the carbon fiber targa top of the C7.
We don’t know how much this work cost, but the result is definitely one very unique C5 Corvette.
Of course, the ultimate goal of all this work is summed up in CFC’s motto: Lighter is Faster!

German Girl Reviews the 2015 Chevrolet
Corvette Stingray for Fast Lane Daily
The new Corvette Stingray has won over at last
part of a tough audience.
The German-accented Sarah Sauer of The Fast
Lane Daily submitted this video of her recent
experiences with a 2015 Torch Red Stingray
coupe on the roads of Germany.
“I have to tell ya,” she says. “I’m in love with
the new Corvette.”
While she drives the Stingray through Germany, she points out that she’s not the only one getting excited
about Chevrolet’s seventh-generation Corvette.
“The people out there are excited as well because we don’t have too many American sports cars here in
Germany,” she says. “You don’t see them too often here on German roads so you get all the people’s
attention out there and they take out their mobiles and take pictures of you.”
Of course, the reason you don’t see too many American sports cars in Germany, she apologizes, is
because many Germans think they are not that nice – with cheap plastic interiors and poor driving
experience.
“I think it’s time that German people stop thinking like this,” she scolds, “at least when it comes to the
new Corvette because the new Corvette does a great job no matter whether you drive on the Autobahn or
on country roads, even through city traffic, she’s just fine – she’s doing fine.”
The only negative thing she can say about the new Stingray is the performance of the seven-speed
transmission. “I love sports cars with manual transmissions,” she says.
The first four gears are okay, with plenty of power, she says, but “as soon as you switch to the fifth gear,
it’s like somebody switched off the engine so there’s no power coming up any more.”
Another problem for her was gearing down from seventh gear, when she had trouble mistakenly going to
fourth instead of sixth gear.
“All in all,” she concludes, “I love the new Corvette.”
Or as she so cutely pronounces it, the new “COR-vut,” with the accent on the first syllable.

Track to Street – Corvette C7.R and Z06 Technology Transfer
One of the hallmarks of the new 2015 Corvette
Z06 and the C7.R Corvette race car is that
they were developed together utilizing the
lessons learned from the C6 Corvette and the
C6.R race car.
In a new video by Chevrolet, Corvette Racing
driver Tommy Milner and Corvette’s Chief
Engineer Tadge Juechter talk about the
transfer of technology from the racing
program to the production Corvette.
The video was filmed at Road Atlanta following this year’s TUDOR United Sports Car Championship
race in early October.
Corvette Racing’s first year with the C7.R can definitely be considered a success with the team capturing
four wins during the season.
Juechter says “This C7.R racecar was developed concurrently with the Corvette Z06. We have
completely broken down the walls between the production car’s team and the race team and you can see
that technology transfer in everything about the car.”
Milner says from the first test with the C7.R that they knew it was going to be a fast car. “It’s better over
the bumps, it’s easier to drive, it’s easier to put power down.”
Juechter says “Everywhere you look you see technology transfer from the race program straight onto the
street car. From aerodynamics to use of materials like carbon fiber. From the structure that’s lighter and
stiffer and aluminum. Including the tire technology from Michelin.”
Juechter concludes the video saying “This collaboration with the race team has been a critical element of
creating the Z06, by far the most capable track and street car that Chevrolet has ever produced.”

Five People Hurt After Man Loses Control of His 1997 Corvette
Sometimes speed will get you in trouble when
you’re driving a sports car.
That was apparently the case on Saturday when
a 58-year-old man lost control of his 1997
Corvette in a curve and crashed head-on into an
oncoming 2014 Ford Escape.
In all, Sauk County (Michigan) Sheriff’s
Department officials said five people were
seriously injured in the crash, which obliterated
the front end of the black Corvette, leaving it
practically unrecognizable as a Chevy sports
car.

The Corvette driver, alone in his vehicle, was taken by Med Flight to the University of Wisconsin
Hospital with serious injuries, as was one of the passengers in the Escape.
The 69-year-old driver of the Escape was carried to the same hospital by ambulance, and her other two
passengers arrived at Sauk Prairie Hospital by ambulance.
The accident happened about 1 p.m. on Highway 60 in the Town of Troy, Mich., just west of Troy Village
Road.
Several emergency departments helped in the aftermath of the crash – including Sauk Prairie, Spring
Green, Baraboo, and Lodi ambulance services; Plain, Sauk City, Spring Green, and Prairie Du Sac fire
departments; Spring Green Police Department; Sauk County Highway Department; and two UW Med
Flight helicopters.
Before the first emergency medical technician arrived on the scene, passing motorists had also stopped to
offer assistance.
Authorities blame speed and failure to control the Corvette for causing the crash.

The C7 Corvette Stingray Competes Against Europe’s Best
Every year Autocar Magazine gathers
an eclectic collection of vehicles that are
available in Britain and puts them
through three days of testing on the
road and on the track to determine
Britain’s Best Driver’s Car. This year’s
contest was based at the racetrack at
Castle Combe, Chippenham, which, in
addition to the track, was in easy reach
of several ‘decent’ roads. In their
words, ‘And by decent, we of course
mean poorly surfaced and badly
cambered as only the finest British
roads can be.’
As the Corvette is now officially imported into the U.K., it was included in the 2014 test to compete
against eleven other contenders, ranging from a McLaren 650S to a Renault Mégane RS 275 Trophy.
Following three days of thrashing about hither and yon by eight of the magazine’s writers, editors and
road testers, the staff compares notes and, after working the tea pot overtime, ranks all twelve cars in the
order of best handling on street and track.
“How did the Corvette do?” you ask. Well, we didn’t win and we didn’t finish last. In fact, the Corvette
finished exactly in the middle, in sixth place behind such luminaries as the Ferrari 458 Speciale, Ariel
Atom 3.5 SR, Porsche 911 GT3, the Porsche Cayman GTS, and the McLaren 650S.
About the Corvette, Autocar commented, ‘Finishing sixth in the overall order also underplays the esteem
in which the American two-seater was held in some quarters, with one judge scoring it as high as second.
One judge was heard to say that, of everything assembled, the Corvette was the car he’d most like to go
racing in — a towering compliment in the presence of a Porsche 911 GT3 and a Ferrari 458 Speciale.’
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